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 Tim Boyer and Ginger Oppenheimer 

The Ptarmigan Traverse winds its way through the Cas-
cade mountains between Cascade Pass (in the North Cas-
cade National Park) and Downey Creek (near Glacier 
Peak). Each group of mountains or passes is an easy day's 
travel apart. This facilitates ascents of at least one peak 
at each pass. It's not uncommon to do the Traverse in 
seven days and make five or six ascents. The Traverse 
could be done in as little as five easy days if you choose to 
forego any peaks. 

The Ptarmigan Traverse, named after the climbing club 
of the first successful party, was completed in July of 1938. 
This group traveled south to north. Most parties now 
travel north to south. On July 21, 1938, Calder T. Bress-
ler, Ralph W. Clough, Bill Cox, and Tom Meyers climbed 
both Spire and Dome peaks. On July 23, they c!imbed 
both Sentinel and Le Conte; on the 25th, Spider, Formi-
dable, and Magic. First ascents included: Sentinel, Le 
Conte, Formidable, Magic, and the summit traverse of 
Dome's twin peaks. The group also made the second as-
cent of Spire and the third of Dome. 

The Traverse can be magical because each day as you 
climb up to a pass or go around a peak, the route seem-
ingly pulls you along. Route finding isn't difficult; the Trav-
erse simply unfolds before you. You get to those cols, see 
a new part of the Traverse, and each view is so stunning 
you'll want to see more. Snowy peaks, col after col, and 
meadows of wildflowers pull you along through the Trav-
erse and it's over all too fast. 

If you're lucky enough to have good weather, and clear 
beautiful skies, you'll understand why northwesterners live 
here. It's true, when it rains, it s the pits. But when the sun 
comes out, the Cascades can't be beat for great moun-
tains and outrageous views. (Just don't tell everyone.) 

The Traverse is not just a backpack; although about 
half the Traverse is on dirt, heather, and scree, the other 
half is on snow and glaciers. And that part necessitates the 
use of crampons, ice axes, ropes, prusiks and knowledge 
of crevasse rescue. 

The trail to Cascade Pass is in its full regalia in July. 
Beautiful wildflowers can be found everywhere: Elegant 
and showy Jacob's Ladder, Speedwell, Pink and Yellow 
Monkey Flower are sprinkled alongside the trail. While 
hiking up the trail, you can enjoy the wildflowers on one 
side and the mountains on the other: Johannesburg, Cas-
cade, The Triplets, and Mix-up. The trail to Cascade Pass 
can go fast, it's easy to forget about those heavy packs 
with all the flowers and mountains around. 

After a break at Cascade Pass, hike up along the Mix-
up Arm onto the Cache Glacier. Cross the glacier and 
head to Cache Col. The correct col is the higher one on 
the left, which is the common occurrence on the Traverse. 
The "cache" that gives this col its name can still be found. 
It consists of a 55-gallon oil barrel buried up to its brim in 
the rock windbreak used for camping. If you get a late 
start, or if you plan an ascent of Mix-up, consider camp-
ing here; you'll get better views of the mountain ranges at 
sunset if you do. Try to avoid camping at Kool-Aid Lake: 
the area is overused and there's a good chance that the 
lake contains giardia cyst. 

Cache Col is between Mix-up and Magic Mountain and 
from the camp at the col there is an excellent view of the 
east face of Mix-up. This concave face looks a little like the 
Eiger, minus the ice fields, height, severity, and storms. 
The east face of Mix-up is an exposed but very aesthetic, 
classic, class three scramble, not the hard, scary, impos-
sible climb it looks. It's a very rewarding undertaking. 

Magic Mountain is best climbed from Kool-Aid Lake. 
Climb up to the notch between Magic and South Moun-
tains, then up the heather or snowy ridge to the final rock 
summit. 

Cache Col to the Sp ider- Formidable Col 

From Cache Col, the Traverse goes down to Kool-Aid 
Lake. This is the usual first night's camping place for 
many groups. But if you're still on your first day and don't 
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"The route seemingly pulls you along" 

want to camp at the Lake for the above mentioned rea-
sons, head south on the grass and heather bench, and 
camp before the Red Ledges. Water is available early sea-
son all along this bench, in trickles of seasonal melt-off. 
The Red Ledges are exactly that: red rock ledges that al-
low easy passage around the rock and heather ridge ob-
stacle in front of your path. 

Angle down from the Red Ledges across the scree 
slopes to the Middle Cascade Glacier, then up the glacier 
to the Spider-Formidable Col. The eastern, and higher col 
is the easiest to use. Rather than camping here, most 
groups push on to Yang-Yang Lakes. But consider camp-
ing here if ascents of Spider or Formidable appeal to you. 
There are several possibilities: on the North Face of Spi-
der, several couloirs and snowfields can be linked up for 
various route options; on the North Face of Formidable 
the condition of the glacier dictates the route and the dif-
ficulty. The West Ridge of Formidable is a good rock 
climb. Traverse around to the south side of the ridge be-
fore going up to the ridge crest, then continue on the ridge 
to the summit. 

Spider-Formidable to the Le Conte-Sentinel 
Saddle 

Cross through the Spider-Formidable Col, then trav-
erse west along the basin to Yang-Yang Lakes. Camp at 
the lakes or, better yet, continue up to the broad ridge 
above the lakes. The Yang-Yang Lakes area is overused 
and there is the possibility of giardia cyst in the water. You 
might choose to camp above on the ridge, and if you do, 
you'll be rewarded by the sight of idyllic ponds and an 
abundance of wildflowers. At either camping spot water 
is readily available. And it's easy to spend the afternoon 
basking in the sun (should you be so lucky as to have good 
weather), photographing wildflowers, or just watching the 
deer graze. Deer and marmots in this area are salt and 
potassium deficient. So if you urinate on rocks, they'll be 
less likely to have to eat dirt, which isn't particularly good 
for them. 

To get from Yang-Yang Lakes up to the flat heather 
ridge, follow the snow chutes. Early in the season this isn't 
a problem, but later in the summer it's best to follow the 
trail at the south end of the lakes. You will encounter some 
brush no matter which way you go. From the heather 
ridge, head south towards Le Conte, following the snow 
slopes around to the eastern side. As you're hiking below 
Le Conte, it's possible and easy to drop the packs and  

climb up the snowfield, then the snow ramps to the short 
rock scramble to the top. It is maybe class three. From the 
top of Le Conte, you'll get tremendous views of the heart 
of the Cascade Range, views of where you've been and 
where you're going. Also look down onto the South Cas-
cade Glacier where you'll see the University of Washing-
ton Glacier Research Station. 

From Le Conte continue along the snow slopes under 
Le Conte to the Le Conte Glacier, which is actually on Old 
Guard and Sentinel Peaks. Then climb up and through 
the Le Conte-Sentinel Saddle. 

The Le Conte-Sentinel Saddle to Spire Col 
If you're planning an ascent of Sentinel, consider camp-

ing on any of the rock outcrops along the south side of 
Sentinel Peak. To climb Sentinel, follow any of the numer-
ous gullies and ledges to the summit ridge. These gullies 
and ledges link together easily for a quick and enjoyable 
class two or three climb. After climbing Sentinel continue 
on towards Lizard Peak and Lizard Pass. Lizard Peak, de-
pending on when you hike through this area, can be co-
vered with Indian Paintbrush, lichen, and Lupine. An in-
credible array of colors and patterns await all who amble 
up this small peak. 

From Lizard and Lizard Pass it's down to White Rock 
Lakes. Head down and right (west) so you don't get cliffed 
out. Then angle left (east) around the lakes. This is a stun-
ning area: beautiful lakes, large granite boulders, wild-
flowers and deer. 

Good camping can be found on the eastern side of the 
lakes. When you're ready to leave, from the eastern end 
of the lakes contour around the east-facing basin of the 
West Fork of Agnes Creek. Staying high in the basin, 
cross through several brushy streams, then get on the 
snow slopes below the rock cliffs. Ascend the Dana Gla-
cier to Spire Col, just east of Spire Point. The camp at 
Spire Col shouldn't be missed. Several groups have seen 
the aurora borealis from here. To climb Spire Point: from 
the Col head up towards the peak and on the northeast 
find a shallow trough. Ascend this, then scramble to the 
top; it's easy class five. 

Spire Col to Downey Creek 

For an ascent of Dome, continue down the snowfields 
to Itswoot Ridge. Don't head west too fast or you'll get 
cliffed out. Continue straight down until you're on the crest 
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4 SUMMIT / March.April, 1987 Photos by Tim Boyer Yang-Yang Lakes under Le Conte Mountain. Old Guard and 
Sentinel are the two pyramid peaks in the upper left. The Trav-
erse crosses under Le Conte and Peak 7,456, then ascends the 
Le Conte Glacier. Just below Sentinel Peak and out of view is 
the Le Conte-Sentinel Saddle. 
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A climber in front of the North Face of Mount Formidable. This is one of the views from  between Kool-Aid Lake and the Red Ledges. 

of the ridge. There is a good camp at about 6,200 feet. 
From this camping spot Dome Peak is an easy day climb. 

The Traverse continues on down Itswoot Ridge to Cub 
Lake. On the north side of the lake, find the trail and fol-
low it up and over the hill behind the lake. From here, it's 
down Bachelor Creek to Downey Creek. The creeks meet 
at Six Mile Camp, a good place to spend the last night. 
And from here it's just six miles to the cars. 

The Ptarmigan Traverse is in the Glacier Peak Wilder-
ness Area. It should remain wilderness: camp in areas not  

already used and lessen your impact on the heather by 
wearing tennis shoes or other soft-soled approach type 
shoes. Try going in the early season to hike more on snow 
and less on the heather. This is no longer the untracked 
wild place it used to be. It still is remote and beautiful, but 
the element of the unknown and the task of route-finding 
are gone; there are trails worn in all the dirt and heather 
benches, and there are trails on the scree slopes. Aim for 
low-impact camping. Use your stove and don't burn any 
of the scarce wood, leave little evidence that you have 
passed this way. 
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RECORD NUMBER OF MOUNTAINEERS N 

A record number of mountaineers, unusual weather patterns, 
light winter snow pack and volcanic eruptions set the scene for 
an interesting mountaineering season in the Alaska Range. The 
1985-86 winter was extremely mild with many sunny days and 
few major winter storms. As a result, snow accumulation was far 
below normal for both Talkeetna and the entire Alaska Range. 

During the spring, Mount Augustine volcano, located in the 
Cook Inlet, approximately 125 miles southwest of Anchorage, 
erupted. Ash from the eruption was carried by prevailing winds 
and deposited throughout much of southcentral Alaska - 
including parts of the Alaska Range. As the already reduced 
snowpack melted during the spring, the grey ash layer was even-
tually exposed. The ash absorbed more heat from the sun which 
further accelerated the snowmelt. The surface of the glaciers 
melted with an exaggerated cup-shaped surface pattern, mak-
ing ski equipped aircraft landings difficult. By early July, the 
7,200-foot base camp airstrip was unusable. Since a number of 
expeditions were still on the mountain, special authorization was 
given for the air taxi operators to land at 9,700 feet on the Ka-
hiltna Glacier to pick up those remaining expeditions. No drop-
offs were permitted. 

There was one winter ascent attempted in 1986. Dave John-
ston, a member of the first successful group winter ascent in 
1967, made a solo attempt on the West Buttress which included 
a ski approach from his cabin in the Trapper Creek area. Dave 
reached Windy Corner (13,200 feet) before he frostbit the toes 
he froze during his first winter ascent. He skied all the way back 
to his cabin without assistance. 

The High Latitude Research Project was not funded this sea-
son, but a short research project was conducted by several of the 
project's medical personnel in conjunction with the U.S. Army's 
Northern Warfare Training Center. A group of military volunteers 
were flown directly to 14,200 feet where the medical personnel 
studied the effect of the drug Decadron upon the unacclimatized 
men. The project lasted approximately 1-1/2 weeks. Afterward, 
the Mountaineering Rangers staffed the camp for the remainder 
of the season. 

The National Park Service conducted three three-week expe- 
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ditions on Mount McKinley. All were on the West Buttress route. 
During emergencies, the 14,200-foot medical/rescue camp pro-
vides an excellent base from which rescue operations can be 
staged. Possibly the greatest operational benefit derived from the 
camp is the improved communications with other mountaineer-
ing expeditions and the Talkeetna Ranger Station. We are more 
reliably able to determine if a rescue is really needed, and if so, 
the urgency and the appropriate level of the response. 

In 1986, new all time records were set for the number of per-
sons attempting to climb Mount McKinley: 1978, 539; 1979, 
533; 1980, 659; 1981, 612; 1982, 696; 1983, 709; 1984, 695; 
1985, 645, 1986, 755. 

Interesting Statistics 
Success Rate: 406(54%) of those attempting the summit 

of Mount McKinley were successful; 7 (33%) of those attempt-
ing the summit of Mount Foraker were successful. 

Acute Mountain Sickness: 105(14%) had symptoms, 
of these 58 (8%) were mild; 30 (4%) were moderate; 16 (2%) 
were severe. 

Frostbite: 41 (5%) reported some degree of frostbite. Nine 
of these required hospitalization. 

West Buttress Route: 597 (79%) of the climbers on 
Mount McKinley were on the popular West Buttress route. 

Mountain Guiding: More of the climbers were guided on 
McKinley than ever before. There were 319 (42%) climbers us-
ing guiding companies. The overall success rate of these groups 
was 61%. The majority of these trips occurred on the West But-
tress route, but other guided trips were attempted on the Mul-
drow, Cassin and South Buttress. 

Foreign Climbers: 187 (25%) of the climbers were from 
foreign countries, with 23 nationalities represented. West Ger-
many headed the list with 33 climbers, followed by Japan, 24. 

Temperature: On July 10th, a party reported the summit 
temperature to be 30°F! For the second year, a minimum record-
ing thermometer was left at 17,200 feet along the West Buttress 
route. It recorded a low reading of -58°F for the previous winter. 
This is the exact reading recorded last winter. During the 1987 
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By Robert R. Seibert 

season, the Mountaineering Rangers will place a second mini-
mum recording thermometer to check the accuracy of these 
readings. 

Record number of climbers on Mount McKinley 
during a given week: A new all time high of 308 climbers 
were on the slopes of McKinley for the week ending Mqy 20th. 

New Routes and Interesting Ascents 
Mount McKinley: No new routes were completed during 

1986, however four Canadians completed the third circum-
navigagtion of the mountain. The East Buttress was climbed. 
There were two noteworthy speed ascents made this season. In 
the first, a well-acclimatized Austrian, Rudi Mayr, left the Ka-
hiltna Base Camp at 7,200 feet and climbed to the summit ridge 
in 30 hours. He returned to Base Camp 52 hours after his depar-
ture. In the second rapid ascent, Australian Gary Scott, who was 
serving as the volunteer 14,200-foot rescue/medical camp man-
ager, made an 18-1/2-hour ascent from the 7,200-foot Base 
Camp to the summit. Gary had spent nearly a month at 14,200 
feet prior to this record ascent, so he was very well acclimatized. 
A French climber completed a ski descent from the summit ridge 
to the 7,000-foot Base Camp. He skied the Rescue Gully between 
17,000 and 14,200 feet. A group of Soviet climbers completed 
a climb of the Wickwire variation of the West Rib. This team was 
part of a Soviet/American climbing exchange program. 

Mount Foraker: Two Czechoslovakians, Jaroslav Orsula 
and Dusan Becik climbed a new line on the East Face. This route 
is just right of the Pink Panther route. There was a second ascent 
of the Talkeetna Ridge by a two-person American team which 
then descended the Southeast Ridge. There was also a second 
ascent of the 1934 route up the West Northwest Ridge (some-
times called the West Ridge) which was the original ascent route 
of Mount Foraker. 

Accidents 

The season began on a tragic note when one of the first expe-
ditions lost two members in a crevasse fall on April 20th. A four- 

person French team was ascending the Kahiltna Glacier at about 
the 9,000-foot level. The team was traveling up the west side of 
the glacier (the "normal" route was further to the east). The two 
members involved in the accident had decided to travel side-by-
side with their ropes attached to a single sled so they could both 
pull the sled. A large snowbridge collapsed under them. Both 
were killed in the resulting 75-foot fall. During the investigation, 
it was determined that the two had used standard glacier travel 
techniques during the first two days of travel, but had decided to 
forego the safety of roped travel for the convenience of pulling the 
sled. The survivors said the safety aspect of the decision was dis-
cussed, but the victims felt there was no crevasse hazard. One 
of the victims was a professional mountain guide in his 
homeland. 

In the middle of May, a four-person expedition began a descent 
of the South Buttress from their high point of 15,000 feet. Con-
ditions were icy and one person would belay from above while 
the others descended. At the end of one of these belays, the rope 
became tangled in the belayer's ice tools. He unclipped from his 
anchors to clear the rope. While he was unprotected, the ice 
knob he was standing on sheared off. He sustained a tumbling 
fall for the entire rope length and then another 150 feet until the 
rope stopped the fall. No intermediate anchors were placed by 
those descending. During the fall, his crampons caught in the 
ice, severely injuring his ankle. The party lowered the victim to 
a saddle at 12,500 feet but felt they could not safely proceed fur-
ther and, via CB radio, requested a rescue. The victim was flown 
off the mountain via helicopter. 

In mid-May a member of a large German party was skiing 
from 15,000 feet to the 14,200-foot basin on the West Buttress 
route. During the descent he fell and severely twisted his knee. 
He was flown from 14,200 feet via fixed wing aircraft at his own 
expense. 

In mid-June, four members of a Swiss team were camped at 
the 14,200-foot basin on the West Buttress. They had just com-
pleted a carry to 17,200 feet. The weather was deteriorating and 
everyone was tired from their long day's carry, so they retired to 
their tents (two men to each of two tents) to cook dinner. The 
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storm continued throughout the night and into the next day. It 
broke later than afternoon. The two survivors left their tent and 
noticed the other tent was sagging. There was no response from 
within the tent. When they opened the tent to investigate, they 
discovered the two young men dead. Investigation showed the 
two died from carbon monoxide poisoning from their butane 
cook stove. Their tent was made in Europe of a coated nylon with 
a full coverage rainfly (including a complete vestibule). The roof 
vents were closed and snow had either been packed around the 
bottom of the fly or had slid off the tent during the storm. Thus, 
there had been no allowance made for fresh air exchange. It ap-
pears the two had prepared and eaten dinner the first night, then 
were in the process of cooking soup when they were overcome 
by carbon monoxide. The survivors stated the group had dis-
cussed the importance of providing ventilation while operating 
the stoves prior to the accident. 

Also in the middle of June, two members of a seven-member 
Korean team began a rapid ascent of the Cassin Ridge. One of 
the team members began to develop a headache at 16,500 feet 
but decided to continue on to their high camp at 19,700 feet, 
which they reached on day four. Here, the headache became se-
vere, so they decided to rest the following day (day 5}. On day 
6, they broke camp but discovered both were too weak to ascend 
and one was showing definite signs of cerebral edema. They felt 
descent was impossible because they carried only a single rope. 
On the 7th day, they began broadcasting for help, but the lan-
guage barrier prevented their message from being understood 
until day 9. What followed was three days of one of the most 
logistically complex rescues to be conducted during the past five 
years. Volunteers were selected from climbers already acclima-
tized who were either on the mountain or who had just come off. 
The team was flown to 14,200 feet (weather prohibited the 
planned drop-off at 17,200 feet). Of the four members in the ad-
vance team, two contracted altitude illness by the time they 
reached 17,200 feet. The remaining two were able to reach the 
summit ridge, descend the upper Cassin and assist the two 
Koreans back to the summit ridge. Fortunately, the Koreans were 
able to make the ascent with minimal assistance. Once at the 
ridge, the Korean suffering from cerebral edema collapsed, be-
came comatose and did not regain consciousness for the re-
mainder of the rescue. The team descended to 18,000 feet, where 
they spent the night with a large guided party. The following day, 
they met the support rescue team which lowered the comatose 
Korean down Denali Pass to 17,200 feet where he was eventu-
ally helicoptered to a hospital. The remaining Korean and the 
rescuers descended to 14,200 feet and were flown back to 
Talkeetna. The entire rescue took only three days. No one was 
injured and both Koreans recovered from their ordeal. The suc-
cess of this mission must be attributed to a supreme effort on the 
part of the rescuers and a great deal of good luck. 

Trends and Items of Special Concern 
Percentage of foreigners requiring rescues: Ten 

persons required some sort of organized rescue effort during 
1986. Four of the evacuations were body recoveries. Nine of the 
ten (90%) were mountaineers from foreign countries. Even 
though foreign mountaineers comprised only 25% of all clim-
bers, they accounted for 90% of all SAR incidents. All four of the 
fatalities were foreigners. In 1985, foreigners accounted for 19% 
of the climbers, but 50% of the fatalities (there were two) and 
40% of the SAR incidents. In 1984, foreigners accounted for 28% 
of the climbers, but 100% (there were two) of the fatalities and 
57% of the SAR incidents. 

For 1987, we are planning to expand the slide/tape moun-
taineering orientation to include French and Spanish in addition 
to the German, Japanese and English versions which are cur-
rently available. The information brochure "Mountaineering" will 
also be available soon in the same languages. It is difficult to state 
the exact causes of the disparity in SAR incidents between the 
foreign and American climbers. I believe that the majority of for-
eign mountaineers are leaving Talkeetna for their climb with a 
fairly good grasp on what the National Park Service recom-
mends pertaining to high altitude, cold and crevasse related haz-
ards. It seems more likely the higher accident rate is a result of 
many of the foreigners seeming willingness to accept a higher 
level of risk in their mountaineering. Year after year, we see for-
eign parties traveling unroped on the lower glaciers or traveling 
Denali Pass without ropes and ice axes, or making rapid ascents 
which result in altitude illness. Clearly, for the majority of these 
groups, they have made a conscious decision to adopt specific 
techniques even after extended discussions with the moun-
taineering rangers in Talkeetna. 

Solo ascents: We have been seeing increased interest in 
solo ascents. During 1986, there were approximately six differ-
ent solo ascents attempted. A number of other climbers arrived 
in Talkeetna with the intention of climbing solo but were con-
vinced otherwise by the mountaineering rangers. It is clear that 
the majority of the persons attempting solo climbs have made 
no allowance for, nor have given much thought to, their safety 
while traveling the heavily crevassed lower glaciers. 

Carbon monoxide poisoning: In 1985, cooking in 
poorly ventilated areas such as tents with all doors and vents 
closed, or old ice-glazed igloos and snow caves caused two seri-
ous cases of CO poisoning. In 1986, two young Swiss moun-
taineers died of CO poisoning while cooking in a tent. It is very 
likely that mild cases of CO poisoning are a contributing factor 
to Acute Mountain Sickness - especially pulmonary edema. CO 
poisoning might very well be a greater threat to mountaineers 
using the new tents with full coverage waterproof rain flies - 
especially those with vestibules which encourage cooking in the 
tent while the coated vestibule can be kept closed. It is impera-
tive for personal health and safety to allow adequate ventilation 
when cooking with stoves in enclosed areas. 

For more information, or to request mountaineering informa-
tion or registration forms, write Robert R. Seibert, South Dis-
trict/Mountaineering Ranger, Talkeetna Ranger Station, P.O. 
Box 327, Talkeetna, Alaska 99676. (907) 733-2231. 
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By John Hessburg 

In a realm as hyper-competitive as the climbing gear 
industry, any attempt to review the market's offerings for 
a key item - backpacks, for example - runs the same risk 
level you might encounter performing jumping jacks in an 
avalanche chute. 

There's always the chance of angering some earnest but 
cliche-ridden designer who is the only one convinced his 
product will galvanize consumers. What's worse, there's 
the risk of overlooking something excellent. Many of 
America's finest gear designers labor in garage-bench 
anonymity and never bother to advertise aggressively. 

Therefore, this review will try to offer solid tips without 
getting bogged down in politics. The method is simple: 
haunt the annual traveling trade show and cull from its su-
perfluity only a few items that truly stand out from the 
pack. For two days last September 1 cruised the Seattle 
Trade Center and interviewed reps at length on products 
new or fairly new that merit a season preview. 

After careful study, I'd like to recommend four of the 
best bets for backpacks this year. All of them deserve the 
tags of Unsung Hero or Smart Innovation. All of them are 
built with an eye on the subtle demands of serious alpine 
and rock climbers. And all of them passed rigorous field 
tests with superior marks. 

Each pack got at least three workouts - a couple week-
end alpine climbs and a long urban day hike. To rate struc-
tural toughness with a uniform weight and load density, 
each pack was subjected to a city romp encasing a 60-lb. 
sack of gravel wrapped with a pillow and outdoor cloth-
ing to center the load. Then Cascade Range adventures  

followed, with real-world gear replacing the rock pile. The 
packs were weighed - and figures triple-checked - on a 
postal scale. 

Dana Design (Terraplane) 

This versatile mountaineering pack is a gem. In short, 
it's the most comfortable, durable and easily adjustable 
pack I've ever carried. Every option seems to be geared to 
the alpine climber. Dana Design's flagship model, the Ter-
raplane, is the brainchild of Dana Gleason, a Bozeman, 
Montana chap who was behind the Kletterworks opera-
tion in the 1970's. The pack comes in four sizes—small 
through extra large -with torso lengths from fourteen 
through twenty inches. (Torso length is measured along 
the line from the top of your shoulder blades to a point on 
your spine flush with the top of your hip bone.) The size 
large Terraplane weighs 6 lbs. 6 oz. and costs $290. It first 
was released nationally in the summer of 1985. Fully ex-
tended, it will give you 5,600 cubic inches of space. 

The heart of a Terraplane's comfort and load-busting 
strength is an innovative internal frame design which re-
jects the industry standard of dual aluminum stays. In-
stead, the pack features a single aluminum strut running 
down the middle of a molded plastic sheet that supports 
the entire back wall and keeps lumpy gear from poking 
you. At the outside of the plastic sheet are two thin bows 
of torsion-stressed carbon fiber that shoot the load vec-
tors to where they're easiest to handle: to the waist belt, 
not the middle of your aching back. Both the waist belt 
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Some excellent packs fpom small operators 

and shoulder straps are firm enough to fit with authority, 
yet comfortably padded to forgive imperfect hiking pos-
ture. This pack not only subdues formidable loads with-
out sagging or weight shifts, it drains a lot of the pain out 
of 60-to-80-lb. burdens. 

I like the Terraplane's two long and roomy outside 
pockets, back-mounted in parallel and sewn directly to the 
main sack, because it's common on Cascade or Rocky 
Mountain climbs to stop periodically, to grab munchies 
and water or extra clothing, these pockets are good for 
quick access to the comfort zone. 

There are tough picket pockets on the bottom sides, cut 
spaciously to allow easy access for skis and wand clusters, 
too. Just to the front of each picket pocket is what Glea-
son dubs a "load node." These nodes are small L-shaped 
nylon panels that link each side's diagonal compression 
strap, waistbelt cincher and shoulder strap adjuster to the 
bottom of the carbon-fiber bows. This means remarkable 
stability under heavy loads. 

The Terraplane's diagonal snugging straps help tug the 
lower pack closer to your body yet still don't weld it to your 
hips, so you avoid clumsy weight shifts with steep step-
ping. However, I found that unless the pack is heavily 
loaded, these snuggers are mostly "bells and whistles:' 

One Terraplane feature I appreciate is the generous 
head room created when you cinch down a strap system 
atop the shroud. This forms a little pocket that lets you 
stretch your head back, even with a helmet on, and 
makes leading out on steep rock or ice a lot safer. After all, 
how many times have you found yourself wearing a heavy 
pack on a grunting lead, which forced you to lean your 
whole trunk back so far, just to see the next handholds, 
that you almost peeled off the face? No more of that jazz 
with the Terraplane. 

Another useful innovation is the pack's collapsible bot-
tom panel, which allows you to bare an 8-inch section of 
the frame bottom, to which a tent or sleeping bag can be 
lashed for quick access. 

Still another fine feature is a removable waist belt, 
hooked to the pack by Velcro behind the lumbar pad. This 
belt can be affixed to the removable top pouch to form a 
comfortable fanny pack for side treks or summit bids. 
There's also a handy daisy chain sewn to the back, be-
tween the two long outside pockets, and an access zipper 
just below these pockets. 

The only design facet of the Terraplane that irritated me 
was the needless bulk of a stiff-fabric double-layer shroud 
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on top. Gleason says that feature permits rough hauling 
without tearing. But he concedes that a lighter fabric is 
on the way for future models. 

It's worth mentioning that the Terraplane has an op-
tional hiking rainfly that doubles as a tightly-fitting duf-
fle bag when unfolded. It weighs 28 oz. 

All factors considered, my experiences with the Ter-
raplane have been uniformly delightful. 
Mountainsmith (Professional and Frostf ire) 

Here's another example of a pint-sized operation pump-
ing out exceptional products at a reasonable price. Based 
in Golden, Colorado, the firm is run by designer Patrick 
Smith. I am told the Mountainsmith people foster a sense 
of balance between work and play, as evidenced by the 
two-story teepee they've erected, which is site of many a 
festive weekend brainstorm. 

The one-size-fits-all Professional model is a bantam-
weight 5 lbs. 10 oz. and sells for $250. It holds about 5,300 
cubic inches of gear, but with top fully extended you can 
boost that capacity by another 1,000 cubes. This pack 
first was released nationally in the summer of 1984. Jim 
Donini of Seattle, a respected specialist on steep mixed 
terrain, used the Professional last summer in Peru and told 
me it's one of the best packs he's ever toted. Donini's right 
on the mark. 

The Professional also is well-suited to extended alpine 
climbing in North American ranges: not too heavy, yet 
generous in volume. One of the slimmest packs of its vol-
ume on the market, the Pro allows ample arm freedom 
on steep leads or ski approaches. 

The slender shape means you can organize your gear 
in discrete layers that are easy to get at via two horizon-
tal access zippers - one midway up for warm clothes and 
the other down low for a sleeping bag. This modified tube 
shape also prevents weight shifting and keeps the center 
of gravity high - two pluses when you're leading out on 
hairy pitches. 

Even though the Professional rides high, it still offers 
good head clearance. That's because of an efficient shoul-
der adjustment system: three pairs of buckles mounted a 
couple inches apart on the upper stays. You can attach the 
shoulder straps to whichever pair you want, depending on 
your build and load. When I used the middle pair, I found 
I could carry 65 pounds with ease and still tilt a helmeted 
head back as far as I needed. 

The pack's suspension system would be friendly to a 
climber lugging serious freight on a multi-day traverse or 
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a steep alpine carryover. The yoke adjusts in seconds with-
out any tool. The shoulder straps and waist belt are affixed 
directly to the twin aluminum frame stays, so you can di-
rect the load precisely to the hip-shoulder ratio you pre-
fer. A laminated foam lumbar pad, crafted to nestle right 
into the small of your back, keeps loads from slipping butt-
ward as they often do with bulkier packs. There's a pair 
of so-called "Delta Straps" on each bottom corner of the 
pack, which the designer claims will shift the load discer-
nibly closer to the hips. As with the Terraplane, I found 
these straps to be mostly window dressing until the loads 
exceed 50 pounds. Then you feel the effect a little. 

The only irritation my test trips uncovered with the 
Professional was poor access to the top pouch. When the 
pack is jam-packed, the pouch doesn't hold its shape well 
and gets crunched so tightly that it's tough to get a hand 
into an already restrictive opening. 

Before moving along, I want to mention another Moun-
tainsmith offering that deserves respectful consideration: 
the Frostfire. It's a one-sizer that weighs a mere 4 lbs. 3 
oz. and can carry a surprisingly hefty cargo in its 3,500-
cubic-inch sack. Fully stretched out, the pack will accom-
modate about 3,900 cubes. First sold in the summer of 
1985, the pack now fetches $166. 

This compact unit is built to take tremendous punish-
ment; and it comfortably lugs 50-plus pounds without 
stressing the seams or straps. The Frostfire is perfect for 
lone one-day alpine rock climbs or warm weather week-
end mixed climbs. It will handle chimneys, ice abrasion 
or any pack-chewing factors you might meet. 

The Frostflre's waist belt and shoulder straps are gener-
ously padded. The load rides high and tight to your back 
but still gives plenty of arm-swinging liberty and head 
room for safe leads. 

Lowe (Holoflex Deluxe) 
Though I have some concerns about this pack's mar-

ketability, I'm highlighting it here as a promising expedi-
tion item—a load-ferrying workhorse for Alaskan, An-
dean or Himalayan ventures. The Holoflex embodies two 
of the most inventive design concepts to hit the backpack 
market in years. 

In a nutshell, the Holoflex aims to provide the flexibil-
ity and forgiving "feel" of an internal frame pack with the 
brute load-carrying strength of an external framer. The 
first time I took this thing out I toted almost 80 lbs. for 
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hours on an urban romp and it felt like 45 on a weekend 
climb. 

Here's how the design works. The criss-crossed "But-
terfly Frame" is fashioned from hollow Dupont Zytel plas-
tic tubing that's thicker gauge where the stress points are 
greater. This frame system is just as flexible as any larger 
pack with parallel aluminum stays inside. Yet, it still trans-
mits the lion's share of the load where it belongs - to the 
belt line. A unique belt attachment lets you move your hips 
freely without rocking the load side to side, even as you 
step up steep terrain. That's because it's connected to the 
frame via an upside-down plastic T' behind the belt, 
which uses tough elastic bands to hold it secure. You can 
move the elastic up or down the T as you wish to provide 
stiffer play for more intimidating loads, or looser play for 
lighter ones. 

This one-size pack tips the toledos at a whopping 8 lbs. 
14 oz., costs $269 and carries about 6,500 cubic inches 
of cargo when fully extended. This spring is debut time for 
the Holoflex. 

The pack includes a lifetime warranty and is built to 
take cruel and unusual punishment with glee. But for a 
couple cheap aluminum rings that link the shoulder 
stabilizers to the frame, the Holoflex has seams and fit-
tings so rugged you 'd swear it could contain a couple 
snarling hyenas without tearing a stitch. The midback 
pad is plump and covered with breathable mesh - a 
boon. The sack is so spacious you actually can stand in-
side it and draw the shroud up to your middle rib cage. It 
would make a dandy bivy sack in an emergency. 

This pack gives a lot of volume and durability for $269, 
but it has one critical design weakness. I'm an average-
sized alpinist-6 feet even and 155 pounds. Yet even af-
ter hours of fiddling with various combinations of yoke, 
shoulder strap and waist-belt adjustments, I couldn't get 
the belt to fit snugly. It is overpadded and cut too amply 
for anyone but large humans. Even when cinched so 
tightly it hurt, there still was a nagging gap right at each 
hip bone. Thus, when the pack is heavily laden, it tends 
to slip down over the hips, which can stress out the lower 
back and cause the shoulder straps to bite a bit. 

I imagine this wouldn't occur as markedly with tall folks 
who weigh around 200 pounds or more. I've related this 
problem to Bob Bartleson, a knowledgeable and open-
minded Lowe rep in the Northwest. He said Lowe is aware 
of this complaint. Let's hope they do something and make 
a good idea even better. 

Though Lowe clearly is aiming the Holoflex not at the 
technical alpine market, but the lucrative backpacker 
scene, I recommend that expeditions consider it as a de-
pendable, virtually indestructible mule. 



REFLECTIONS 
on the 

FIFTY CLASSICS 

by Bart O'Brien 

Tattered copies of The Book rest on the back seats of 
climbing vehicles from Banif to Yosemite. Clerks in moun-
tain shops in Boulder, Berkeley and Seattle apologize for 
not having it in stock and quickly explain that it really 
doesn't describe the best climbs in the area anyway! Yose-
mite regulars long ago started referring to the local selec-
tions as the "crowded" climbs. Seasoned Coloradoans 
mimic similar sentiments. In 1981, The Canadian Alpine 
Journal, specifically Mike Down, absolutely lambasted 
the book, concluding, "Here's hoping you get excited 
about doing the climbs and not about burning the book!" 

Well, what is it about Allen Steck and Steve Roper's 
Fifty Classic Climbs in North America that generates so 
much interest and controversy? There are certainly a va-
riety of reasons, not the least of which is it was the first, 
and still the only American version of a publishing gim-
mick that European climbers have been using for years. 
Take some nice pictures, good climbs, a little history and 
some palm-wetting anecdotes, wrap it up in a pretty cover, 
and sell it to the climbing public. American climbers who 
can't even pronounce the route names have long treas-
ured their copies of Classic Alpine Rock and 100 Climbs 
in the Mont Blanc Massif. 

So what took America's literary climbers so long and 
why all the hullabaloo? Perhaps it is the diversity of 
America's climbing environment, Joshua Tree to the 
Moose's Tooth, or maybe even more important, it is the 
apparent lack of enthusiasm of American climbing 
authors for book length manuscripts. Despite the pres-
ence of U.S. climbers at the forefront of the sport for the  

past twenty years, there are only a very few books herald-
ing American climbs and climbers. Another obvious and 
frequently cited criticism of Ffty Classics is the California 
bias of the two authors. The spectacular granite of the 
Howser Tower and the sweeping rock ridge of the Wish-
bone Arete, appeared more logical (and historical) than 
the dark scary North Faces of the North Twin or Mt. Al-
berta. But enough speculation. We all know the real rea-
sons. First, it was a great concept, but none of us thought 
of it. Imagine how much fun the authors had driving 
throughout the west, talking to the locals about the best 
routes and then actually climbing them. They probably 
even convinced the IRS that their climbing excursions 
were business trips! The second reason the book has 
generated so much interest is because it presents a chal-
lenge. Here are fifty good climbs. Go climb them. No one 
said they were the best climbs, just fifty nice climbs. It 
doesn't matter if Stoner's Highway is better than the East 
Buttress of Middle Rock, or if Sykes Sickle is better than 
the Petit Grepon. The fact is, there are fifty nice routes! 

Somehow, I've become a little too preoccupied with the 
book. It was a foolish statement, just casually dropped 
around some climbing friends who took it seriously, but 
I'm committed now. "I want to climb twenty-five of the fifty. 
I know it sounds dumb, but it would be fun. Visit a variety 
of areas. Do a couple of routes. Meet some locals. You 
know, just kinda survey the climbing scene in the 80's." 

Obviously, I didn't know what! was getting into. Relax-
ing climbing trips are now consumed with bagging as 
many of the routes as possible. Adverse weather is even 
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.4 ehmher( heeks the guide for location of the classic line on Pingora, 
the most speulw ular of the many fine peaks found in the Cirqne of 
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Bart O'Brien leading the "Head Crack," Crestone Needle, Colorado. 
This short, steep and awkward 5.7 section inspires admiration for 
the talents of Albert Ellingwood, who made the first ascent in 1925. 
Photo by Peter Cummings 
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A climber works out the first tricky section on the crux pitch of Gas- A climber ascends steep cracks on a variation to theflrst pitch of the 
tleton Tower near Moab, Utah. Photo by Mike Slater. East Ridge of Bugaboo Spire. Photo by Bart O'Brien. 

more frustrating than usual. Wilderness Permits and Park 
bureaucracy seem devious attempts at keeping me from 
my goal. Vacations are never long enough. Work too 
demanding. The final problem is the insufficiency of easy 
routes. For every Forbidden Peak, there is Hummingbird 
Ridge! For every Royal Arches, a Middle Triple Peak! And 
these awesome routes (still awaiting second ascents) are 
not the most serious problems. The Indians have closed 
Shiprock, and complying with their wishes is the only  

reasonable approach. The Titan looks like a thousand-
foot tower of mud ascendable only by young virile climbers 
far lighter and more agile than a two-hundred-pound 
weekend warrior such as myself. The North Face of the 
Grand is reputed to be loose, slimy and dangerous. And 
besides, there is little attraction in a route with a pitch 
called "The Guano Chimney." 

Well then, why persist in such foolishness as climbing 
half of the classics? It is easy. The nineteen routes that I've 
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Fifty Classics has 

a California bias 

done to date have been great! In 1972, I climbed my first 
classic, the Lost Arrow Tip. It had been a dream for years, 
and I can still feel the exhilaration of leading up out of the 
notch with no chalk to dry my profusely sweating hands! 
Now, nearly fifteen years later, the Arrow is perhaps the 
most desecrated climb in America, yet it is still magnifi-
cent. Exposed, beautiful and enjoyable climbing. No 
climber should miss it. 

The other Yosemite selections are not the Valley's best 
climbs, but they are all fine routes. If you're worried about 
Big Sandy Ledges being "Big Stinky:' try an early season 
ascent, or encourage your friends to use paper bags. The 
same holds true for the El Cap routes. In Tuolumne there 
are at least a dozen or more climbs superior to the Regu-
lar Fairview route, but it still offers wonderful climbing. 
Dress warmly and leave at dawn or set out in the afternoon 
when the skies are clear. If this is your first Meadows 
route, you'll soon realize why so many veteran climbers 
call this their favorite area. 

High country climbers know several climbs that rival 
Steck and Roper's Sierra selections. But the steep black 
rock of Clyde Minaret is joyous and the views excellent. 
The East Face of Whitney is loose and crowded, but the 
Fresh Air traverse is a must, and what better way to ac-
climatize for Keeler Needle, Mt. Russell and other fine 
routes in the area? Charlotte Dome is a wonderful climb.  

Pitch after pitch of knobs and cracks above a beautiful 
pristine canyon. Yes, Fifty Classics has a definite Califor-
nia bias, but California's climbers are very lucky and 
blessed with a diversity of excellent climbs. 

The best of Fifty Classics, however, lies beyond the 
borders of California. The most serious and beautiful 
routes are all found to the north, but most have seen very 
little traffic. Mt. Waddington (South Face), three ascents; 
Moose's Tooth, one ascent; Mt. Huntington, maybe half 
a dozen; Mt. St. Elias, Devil's Thumb, Lotus Flower Tower, 
and Mt. Fairweather combined have less than two dozen 
ascents. The Cassin Ridge and Mt. Hunter are the only 
frequented Alaska routes, and most North American 
mountaineers would be proud to have climbed any one of 
any of these Northern giants. It is this section, cleverly 
placed at the beginning of the book, that will probably 
keep any one climber from completing all of the Classics. 

Western Canada contains twenty percent of the selected 
classics, and no where have Steck and Roper found 
greater variety. Huge sedimentary glacier-clad peaks or 
gleaming granite towers beckon mountaineers of all abil-
ities. Mt. Sir Donald is perhaps my favorite. We spent 
nineteen hours on what was supposed to be an easy route, 
but despite our slow pace, we received a wonderful in-
troduction to the beauty and isolation of Canada's peaks. 
The Bugaboos offer quite a contrast to the other Canadian 
routes. After thirty miles of gravel roads, the first sign that 
there are "crowded" climbs to the north is a most cos-
mopolitan parking lot. License plates from a dozen or 
more states and provinces greet the road-weary traveler, 
and a few miles up the trail, is the seventy bed (usually full 
in summer) Kain Hut. Scampering around on the Buga-
boo Glacier are teenage climbers in running shoes and 
their more prosaic mountaineering cousins in plastic 
boots and crampons. Few climbers will deny, however, 
that the East Ridge of Bugaboo Spire is a beautiful in-
troduction to moderate Alpine climbing, and the 
Chouinard-Beckey route on South Howser Tower has 
been an ambition of climbers, including me, for years. 
Elsewhere in Canada, expert climbers can undertake as-
cents of Mt. Edith Cavell, Mt. Alberta, Mt. Robson, and 
Mt. Temple. The latter peak provided me with a very thor-
ough introduction to the vagaries of Canadian mountain 
weather and reminded me of the limits of my physical and 
emotional endurance. 

Few western landscapes are so uniformly dull as Wyo-
ming. Travelers on Interstate 80 see little more than sage 
brush, dust and an occasional Pronghorn. The Northern 
corners of Wyoming, however, lure rock climbers and 
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mountaineers to superb settings. In the east, Devil's Tower 
offers a crowded but exciting Classic with a most unusual 
summit. Strong climbers will find a number of fine crack 
climbs and first time visitors will be amazed at the way the 
National Park Service has made climbers, and climbing, 
the Monument's feature attraction. The northwestern sec-
tion of Wyoming nearly overcompensates for the scenic 
failings of the rest of the state. The Wind River and Teton 
ranges are unsurpassed in scenic beauty. The Cirque of 
The Towers, home of two of the classics, is a granite won-
derland. Flower-clad meadows lead to steep, finely sculp-
tured peaks, and you'ii want to include the Shark's Nose, 
Warbonnet, and Mt. Mitchell to your list of outstanding 
climbs in the region. The Wolf's Head and Pingora are ev-
ery bit as good as Steck and Roper claim. The rock is uni-
formly solid, the protection bomber and abundant, and 
the views are spectacular. On Pingora, don't be put off by 
the "flared chimney or lieback crux." There are other op-
tions. Look to the left. 

Teton National Park has always been the center of 
American mountaineering. Difficult mixed routes have 
long been accomplished here, and numerous objective 
dangers have given the peaks a definite "big mountain" 
reputation. Steck and Roper have selected four routes 
from this small range. Few climbers complain about the 
inclusion of the South Buttress of Mt. Moran, but many 
feel that three routes on the Grand is excessive. The North 
Face is indeed historic, but the allegedly poor climbing, 
the fact that the best upper pitches can be done in con-
junction with the North Ridge, and the prevalence of other 
high quality peaks would seem to bear out these criti-
cisms. The complete Exum is indeed a superb route, and 
despite its crowding (about five parties a day), it is 
definitely worth doing. Few climbs offer such stimulating 
climbing as is found on the Black Face. 

When the weather is poor in Wyoming, climbers fre-
quently head for Colorado. El Dorado Canyon offers the 
promise of steep warm rock, and good food is plentiful in 
nearby Boulder. Classic climbs are also within easy 
drives. To the south, up a rough road and a scenic trail, 
is an attractive line on a very pretty mountain. The route 
on Crestone Needle is actually quite easy, except for the 
"head crack," and the views are spectacular. Moun-
taineers will also enjoy the proximity of several other less 
spectacular, but interesting fourteen thousand-foot peaks. 

North of Boulder, the climbing scene intensifies. Estes 
Park is surrounded by granite, and a few miles away, 
Rocky Mountain National Park harbors three Classic 
routes. The Petit Grepon and Hallet Peak offer crowded  

but enjoyable introductions to high quality climbing 
areas, but D-1 on the Diamond is rumored to be among 
the less desirable climbs on that outstanding peak. Per-
haps history and the California roots of the first ascent 
team once again influenced the authors. 

If the weather is really spoiling your quest for the "Fifty 
Classics," and it is raining all over the western mountains, 
try Utah. Castleton Tower is the most popular desert rock 
climb and a fine introduction to sandstone climbing. If 
you're not too frightened by the experience, drive over to 
the Fisher Towers. This classic looks absolutely incredi-
ble. The November 1962 National Geographic article 
describing the first ascent still makes climbers tremble at 
the thought of ascending the "curtains of mud" that pro-
tect the infrequently visited summit. 

The Pacific Northwest has certainly produced the most 
internationally acclaimed of America's climbers. The 
Whittaker brothers, Jim Wickwire, John Roskelly, and 
Fred Beckey are just a few of the super alpinists who got 
their start on the heavily glaciated peaks of Washington. 
Four of the six routes included in Fifty Classics from this 
area involved some degree of glacier travel. The other two 
are fairly typical rock climbs that are complicated by be-
ing located in climatically hostile alpine environments. 
Forbidden Peak is certainly the easiest and most popular 
of the northwest routes, but it still offers an excellent in-
troduction to the Cascades. The Liberty Ridge is also be-
coming increasingly popular, but judging by the frequency 
of accidents reported by the AAC Accident Report, clim-
bers are underestimating its difficulty. The other Washing-
ton climbs apparently are climbed infrequently due to a 
variety of factors, not the least of which is weather. 

What has happened in the seven years since the pub-
lication of Fifty Classics? A number of things. First, traf-
fic has increased on a vast majority of the routes. Second, 
accidents have increased because people underestimate 
the difficulty of the climbs. Third, climbers have increased 
their awareness of different climbs, climbing areas, and 
climbers. Fourth, climbers have visited new areas, done 
great routes, and made new friends. Apparently, the book 
has been a success. It has sold out of its first edition hard-
bound printing (one San Francisco bookstore has one for 
$40.00), thousands of paperback copies have been sold, 
and the American Alpine Club presented brass plaques 
mounted on a section of the Royal Arches Route's now 
collapsed rotten log to Steck and Roper at the 1984 An-
nual dinner. 

It is arguable that this is the most influential climbing 
book ever written in America, but before I get too carried 
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John Parrish ascends the Royal Arches route's "rotten log." This 
unique feature horrified climbers from 1933 to 1984, when it mys-
teriously disappeared. Photo by Bart O'Brien 

Peter Cummings strikes a classic pose on Washington's Forbidden 
Peak. This route offers some of the easiest climbing in "Fifty Clas-
sics," as well as some of the finest scenery. Photo by Bart O'Brien. 

away, I'll just suggest that you take your copy down from 
the shelf, dust if off, and read through it. Select a couple 
of climbs for this summer and be prepared for beautiful 
mountains, excellent climbing, and a historic route. When 
you're finished, look around, perhaps you can find some 
nearby unknown classics to add to your own future volume 
of great climbs in North America. 
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Rod Johnson begins the terrifying tyrolean traverse 
from the LostArrow Tip back to the rim. Incredible ex-
posure and an amazing summit more than over corn-
pensates for the rather mundane climbing and tragic 
desecration of this historic climb. Photo by Carolyn 
MacIntosh. 
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Bart O'Brien leads the "improbable traverse" high on 
the South Face of Clyde Minaret. Photo by Dave 
Harden. 
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A Peak Worthy 
of the President 

Text and Photos by Paul Dornisch 

Who, What, Where, When, Why and How. These are fun-
damental questions which must be answered in any essay, 
story or article. The following account responds to all but the 
most basic of all inquiries. Why? I shall attempt to explain. 

Any object of composition has any number of ambitions. 
I shall not tire you with the possibilities. For me, it is elemen-
tary; to inspire. You see, I am one of those with no special tal-
ent other than to accomplish within my personal confines. Yet, 
like Roskelley, Messner, or any number of achievers, we vi-
sioned a dream and had ambition enough to see it through. 
Our team modestly seek the same from our readers; to fol-
low that dream and to see it through to the end. To be the best 
you can be. 

March, 1965. Senator Robert Kennedy, accompanied by 
Jim Whittaker and a host of renown climbers, reach the sum-
mit of Mount Kennedy via the West Ridge. This virgin sum-
mit had been named by the Canadian goveinment in an 
everlasting salute to our slain President, John F Kennedy. 

May, 1983. We just couldn't agree on a mountaineering ob-
jective. To form a compatible team, we surely needed a com-
mon goal. Denali was out, Logan likewise. With a copy of the 
July, 1965 National Geographic magazine in hand, Mark 
Ledel burst through my cabin door with a possible solution to 
our dilemma. Mount Kennedy, located in the Yukon Territo-
ries, at 13,905 feet was certainly not mega altitude, but it was 
definitely remote and not a run-of-the-mill mountain. 

"Besides," Mark exclaimed, "there appears to be a poten-
tial for a ski passage out!" 

Along with Jano Dornisch and Mart Hoggard, we poured 
over the article, photographs and maps of the area. All 
seemed so true and so potentially exciting. Technical? Daring? 
No, not really. We were not seeking an experience in that 
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direction. What we did desire, as a team, was adventure, iso-
lation, glaciers, mountaineering, a trip that would promote the 
sport of cross-country skiing and, encompassing all of the 
above, something that was safely within our limits. All faces 
cast a positive expression. Finally, we were one! 

The more we looked into the enterprise the more we be-
gan to sober up. Technically, the outing was within our 
bounds, but transportation, equipment, regulations, and my 
prerequisite for doing things right' carried a price tag of nearly 
$10,000. People have climbed 8,000-meter peaks for that 
sum! Nonetheless, serious effort would allow us to deal with 
what lay ahead. Commit! Purchase of gear, flights, delays and 
fulfillment of Parks Canada rules found us on the frozen shore 
of Kluane Lake in the Yukon. The Ice Age of the Saint Elias 
Range lie but a few short miles away. 

Andy Williams, perhaps the most skillful of all Yukon bush 
pilots, greeted our group with disappointing news. The ski 
equipped landing gear of his STOL aircraft was not function-
ing properly, the weather was unstable for glacier landings, 
and his flying permit was not finalized with local authorities. 
Months of planning, almost too much money to justify, and 
all our hopes hung on this depressing announcement.Seven 
days of torturous limbo in a beautiful land followed before all 
was in order. Finally, Mart and Mark departed for the Cathe-
dral Glacier, followed by Jano and myself. As I gazed out the 
window of the jammed aircraft, Mount Kennedy burst into full 
view. Hanging glaciers, pyramidal summit, 7,000-foot North 
Ridge, all glistening in the sun. Undoubtedly, "A Peak Worthy 
of the President?' 

Hopes of an 8,300-foot base camp were quickly dashed by 
the gaping jaws of a large crevasse field. Not willing to gam-
ble life or equipment, Andy settles for landing five miles down 
the Cathedral Glacier at 5,700 feet. Unloaded, the local leg-
end waves goodby and is airborne. His work is nearly over; 



ours just beginning. Ears strain to absorb the diminishing 

sonance of the aircraft engine, then we are totally alone. 
Avalanches roar about us in all directions, thankfully at a safe 
distance. Jano gazes upward. She really doesn't want to be 

here. This fact has been evident since the beginning. Parks 

Canada requires a minimum of four persons to enter this 

arena. Without Jano we are but three. She feels very much 

alone in the Great White Wilderness of the Saint Elias Range. 

There is obvious guilt upon my heart as I have experienced 

her burden before. However, we are here. 
Upward we push in no great hurry which obviously irritates 

Mark and Mart. They are younger and in much better con-

dition, more anxious to achieve our goal. I am relaxed and 

more experienced in expedition matters. This dream will end 

all too soon for me, so what's the hurry? Onward we climb, 

Camp 1 (6,700 feet), Camp 2 (8,300 feet), and Camp 3 

(10,000 feet). Camp 3 is an avalanche arena. Wisely, we are 

situated at a safe distance and enjoy the show. Once inside our 

sleeping bags we are not so relaxed. Might one reach us? Are 

we that positive? We all sleep a bit on edge. The jaunt to Camp 

3 had drawn us too close to the North Wall of the Cathedral 

Glacier. 
Camp 4 is reached at 11,300 feet, and we are poised for 

the summit bid. Jano and I are bushed. Mart and Mark long 

to climb 15,015-foot Mount Hubbard. Why not, as we are in 

the vicinity? My hormones are at peak output and sense a 

golden opportunity for much needed privacy with Jano be-

neath the slopes of Kennedy. Rising early, off go the guys to-

ward Hubbard. The door to our Pole Sleeve Oval zips closed. 

Hours later, we all unite, smiling from ear to ear. I envy their 

ascent. Do they envy ours? 
May 14th arrives. It has been 18 years, 1 month and 22 

days since the first ascent. We depart high camp at 6:00 am., 

0°F, 10 mph breeze, firm snow beneath our skis. Perfect! 

Avoiding numerous crevasses, we gain the final rise of the 

West Ridge at 13,300 feet. Technically, the route does not ap-

pear difficult; certainly not beyond our capabilities. To the left, 

the slope falls 7,000 feet. To the right, only 600 feet, directly 

into the jaws of a yawning crevasse. I lead off and advise Jano 

to jump in the opposite direction should I fall. In this way I 

hope we experience the yo-yo effect. Why don't we unrope 

s a fall on this knife-edged ridge is unacceptable and makes 

an effective belay unlikely? I remind myself a good lead 

climber does not fall. Jano is obviously in adrenalin land. 
Smooth sailing ahead! The summit lies fifty yards beyond 

on easy ground. I step aside and offer the lead to the one who 

has sacrificed the most to make this moment possible. Misty 
eyed, I watch as Jano takes the final steps upward. Her ice axe 
thrust upward into deep blue sky. A wide smile graces her 
face. Bingo! Rumor has it that Jano is the second American 

woman on this peak. Who cares? 

We all marvel at the view and easily understand why we are 
here. Hundreds of unclimbed peaks and virgin ski slopes 

abound. Saint Elias, Logan, Steele, Vancouver, Lucania. 
They are all about us! Obligatory photographs, back-slapping 

and handshakes ensue. At this moment we are surely one, an 

impression we will not share again until we reach civilization 
on the Alaska Highway. Tensions have slowly developed. We 

have been in the immediate company of each other for three 
weeks now, ever since our departure in Sequoia National 

Park. Humans are not meant to be so isolated in so small a 

commune and expect to live in total harmony. Such is expe-
dition life, and we accept the fact. 

Our skis rapidly descend our ascent route. Not an easy task 

as none of us ski down well, especially hauling packs and sleds 

among the heavily crevassed slopes. Below Camp 3 we pass 

under the dreaded wall with that ugly, hanging mass of ice. 

I pause for an excellent photographic opportunity. The gla-

cier above moans with a thunder. Instinctively, I attempt to ski 

to page 24, please 
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Matt Hoggard and Mark Ledel depart base 
camp and ascend the Cathedral Glacier. 
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Mt.Kennedy 
from page 21 

down to Jano. If this is to be our time I want to die in her arms. 
Technique does not allow this desire, so I shout instructions 
to her as I prepare for the onslaught of ice. Today is not our 
day, or is it? The majority of debris ceases flow a mere fifty feet 
from our location. Shaken and disturbed, we dust off and 
rapidly descend. I wonder how Mark and Matt feel about see-
ing their friends nearly perish? I know how I would feel if it had 
been them. 

At camp 1 we attempt to radio friends back in the Park of 
our success. Something is amiss as the eleven-pound single 
side band radio doesn't function. Mark is extremely upset as 
his desire to speak with his girlfriend is shattered. Besides, he 
is saddled with hauling this useless load. On the other hand, 
I am elated! Now we are truly isolated and solely dependent 
on each other. No outside help; alone in the mountains. Ei-
ther we succeed on our ski out or we don't. Simple, therefore 
easy to accept. 

Back at base camp we contemplate our one hundred-mile 
journey into the unknown. To the best of our knowledge we 
will be one of the first to attempt this exit in the vast white 
wilderness. Does that possibility really matter? First or 101st, 
there are no markings to suggest the passage of others. This 
is clean, virgin territory. We depart. 

The ski out will require travel via five different glaciers. We 
depart from base with a twelve-day food supply, more than 
adequate if no major problems arise. Physically the weakest, 
Jano and I set out early. Blame our condition on poor pre-
trip training. Lesson learned for future adventures. Later in the 
day, Mart and Mark fly by us, utilizing their rain fly to glacier 
sail. Encouraged, Jano and I try same. Jano does not possess 
the arm strength to control the unruly fly. We fail and I'm 
pissed. The stress and frustration of leadership and confine-
ment overtake me and a temper tantrum ensues. This is ob-
viously to no one's benefit. 

The terrain is spectacular and easy as camp after camp is 
established. There is no hurry as the weather remains fine and 
the scenery is beyond description. I have had the feeling for 
some time that Mart and Mark wait for me to lead the poten-
tially hazardous areas then blast on ahead. This was proba-
bly wild imagination on my part, yet Jano and I are sometimes 
left behind and alone should we become involved in a tricky 
situation. Strain mounts, honesty deteriorates, and I blow! My 
declaration is that we split as a group. Hell with 'em! Let them 
find their own way off this glacier! Cool heads prevail as Mart 
and Jano calm the situation. Heat exchanged, we continue 
down the degenerating ice flow. The snow is rotten but 
crevasses are sparse. For days I feel ashamed of my actions, 
as I well should. 

An early morning departure is mandatory due to warming 
conditions. We exit camp at 4 a.m. while surfaces are frozen. 
We term this portion of the trek the Death March" as either 
we get out or we don't. Again, simple. The solid surface allows 
for perfect skating technique on metal-edged skis. We rapidly 
cover fourteen miles before erecting camp on solid glacier ice. 
No place for a big wind as tent anchors are poor. A strong gust 
will send dome tents and critical gear bouncing down the gla-
cier like a beachball upon the sand. 

On the main Kaskawulsh Glacier, the ease of our descent 
alters. Rocks and moraine make use of skis and sleds imprac-
tical and dangerous. All is shifted upon our backs as we con-
tinue under heavy loads. We expect to encounter a maze of 
crevasses requiring days to negotiate. Undaunted, we head 
towards the 'Hump: our exit beacon off the glacier. Otherwise, 
raging water and quicksand await us at the terminus. Unex-
pectedly, we depart this final river of ice easily. This is obviously 
not the norm. Once on solid ground, we celebrate the occa-
sion. For the first time in eighteen days we touch base with 
good ole Mother Earth. Dirt! 

Beyond belief, I discover our food supplies are three days' 
short of what I expected. I can only guess that the guys, re-
quiring more calories than Jano or I, have been munching 
snacks late at night while in their tent. I am upset, but hold my 
indignation in check as we are only twenty-four hours and 
nineteen miles from completion. I vow on future expeditions 
to establish tighter controls and to plan properly. 

Our final day is a cross-country, mud-filled experience. We 
follow tracks of grizzly bear and some type of large cat. We 
view no wildlife although positive many have observed us 
from within the woods. We gratefully reach Vulcan Creek, our 
first water since exiting the Kaskawulsh Glacier. How sweet 
the taste of clear, sparkling water! Hunger exists, yet food ra-
tions are very limited. Somehow, nobody really cares. 

How wonderful it was to discover an established trail and 
walk forth in comfort. No more glaciers, no more crevasses, 
no more mud and no more threat of quicksand. Once upon 
the Alaska Highway all tensions dissolve. Jano expressed it 
best as she lay spread eagle upon the gravel road, glad to fi-
nally relax. 

For me the end was a godsend, yet a disappointment as 
well. It was wonderful to be finished, yet the experience was 
so fulfilling I hated to see it over. I looked upon my three team-
mates and felt, despite the frustrations, great admiration. We 
had been through a lot, yet in the end, remained best friends. 
A total success! 

Today, I look upon the journey and my teammates in a 
much clearer perspective. It is easy to see that ours was a typi-
cal expedition experience and that each of us have a differ-
ent story to tell. To me, they are all heroes and the best friends 
one could hope for. 

I wouldn't really change a thing. 
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When Your Life is on the Line 
Gibbs Ascenders 

AM 

Lf  he Bookshelf 

ADVENTURING IN THE ROCKIES: The Sierra Club Travel Guide 
to the Rocky Mountain Regions of the United States and Canada by 
Jeremy Schmidt. Published by the Sierra Club Books, San Francisco, 
CA. 320 pages. 5-3/8x8-7/16, 49 B&W photos, 9 maps. Paper-
back. $10.95. 

This is not a climbing guide. It is a travel guide, perhaps intended 
more for the car traveler or for the user of public iransportation. It does 
give a lot of information for the backpacker, camper, skier and river 
runners. It touches on mountaineering only that it is available in all 
of these areas, but it is not a technical guide. 

The guide is broken down into five regions: the Colorado Region, 
the Yellowstone Region, Salmon River Country, the International 
Border Region and the Canadian Rockies. Each section begins with 
a general discussion of the region's history, geology, and natural his-
tory, with an overview of recreational possibilities. Following the 
general discussion are separate sections devoted to specific parks, 
wilderness areas, or wild rivers, complete with a list of the best known 
trails and campgrounds, lodging, access point, special regulations, 
permit requirements, wilderness ethics for preserving fragile 
ecosystems. It evens lists cultural events, from the famous Aspen and 
Banif Music Festivals to annual rodeos. 

CLIMBERS GUIDE 10 MONTANA by Pat Caffrey. Mountain Press 
Pub! ishing Co., POB 2399, Missoula, Montana. 240 pages, 6 x 9, 
500 B&W photos. Paperback, $9.95. 

If you're thinking of visiting Montana to explore any of the moun-
tain ranges there, a copy of Climbers Guide to Montana will certainly 
enhance the experience. The first 33 pages of the guide give good 
common sense information to enable you to safely hike, climb or ex-
plore this area. There is also a section on how to use the guide. 

A Climbers Guide to Montana covers 34 mountain ranges in the 
state, listing 1,150 peaks. The guide covers mountains which can be 
driven to, walked, or scrambled on, in addition to pointing out some 
of the more technical climbing opportunities. The guide does not lead 
you by the hand, step by step, up the mountains. In many cases, it 
mostly points you in the right direction and leaves the exploring to 
you. Pat Caffrey does give you sufficient information that you can de-
cide if your level of climbing competence and skill is adequate. Sec-
tions of topos are included with each range to designate the peaks 
mentioned. Many small black and white photos are used. 

CASCADE ALPINE GUIDE: Climbing and Hiking Routes, Vol. 1: 
Columbia River to Stevens Pass by Fred Beckey. Second Edition. 
Published by The Mountaineers, Seattle. 328 pages, maps, B&W 
photos, 7 x 8-1/2. Vinyl binding, $16.95. 

This completely revised and updated volume of the Cascade Al-
pine Guide is published just in time for the spring and summer sea-
sons. Volume 1: Columbia River to Stevens Pass covers the Cascade 
mountains from Stevens Pass south, which includes the Alpine Lakes 
region, Mt. Rainier, Mt. St. Helens and Mt. Adams. 

Fred Beckey is widely known and respected for his Cascade Al-
pine Guide series, Volumes 1, 2, and 3. He has pioneered many new 
routes in the Cascades in his forty years of climbing and has done a 
tremendous amount of research on the climbing done in this area.  

He is known for his fastidious and exacting writings about the Cas-
cades, the history, geology and folklore. 

Readers will appreciate the detailed photos with routes overlayed, 
the maps, topos and sketches. The volume speaks for itself. 

ADVENTURE OF CAVING, a Practical Guide for Advanced and 
Beginning Cavers by David R. McClurg. Published by D&J Press, 
Carlsbad, New Mexico. 332 pages, 124 illustrations. Paperbound. 
$16 pp from publisher; $14.95 from bookstores. 

Adventure of Caving will give the beginner an excellent introduc-
tion to caving and will give the advanced caver more valuable infor-
mation. David McClurg has been caving for thirty years and has writ-
ten two previous volumes on caving. He gives you all the dds and 
don'fs that should be observed; describes the equipment and tech-
nique needed for safe and responsible caving; tells you of the haz-
ards involved and the necessary safety precautions. 

While the book gives a great deal of information for the beginner, 
advanced cavers will profit from the illustrations on rappelling and 
prusiking techniques as well as other helpful information to improve 
their performance in caves. Most of the illustrations are on technique 
and equipment. 

Gibbs Ascenders work even if your rope is icy or 
muddy. The smooth toothed cam won't damage 
your rope. Ascenders are available with ultimate 
breaking strengths from 2550 to 7000 lbs. Available 
with no cast parts. Ascenders with cast parts are 
individually pull tested. Sizes for ropes up to 1/2" 

(11mm) and 3/4"(19mm). 

Write for Free Brochure 

GIBBS PRODUCTS 
202 Hampton Avenue, Salt Lake City, Utah 84111 
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With a mountainous area six times the size of Switzerland, 
Colorado has more than a thousand peaks two miles high. 
During the past six decades, Bob Ormes has climbed the 
majority of them and has charted or reconnoitered the rest. 
His ascents include all fifty-four of Coloradds fourteen 
thousand-foot mountains and particularly Pikes Peak which 
he has climbed more than forty times. 

Today, at age eighty-two, this great grandfather and 
Colorado Springs native still goes on weekly hikes and climbs. 
"I hate regular exercise, but I get out every Saturday year 
round with some friends. We hike for three to eight miles with 
an elevation gain of about fifteen hundred feet. Over the 
years, we've mapped out about one hundred different hikes 
around the Colorado Springs area Except when Christmas 
Day falls on Saturday, Ormes has been doing his thing every 
week since 1929. 

Following his father's tradition of a weekly climb, which for 
his father began in 1903, Ormes joins and often leads his 
group now called the "Saturday Knights The elder Ormes 
had been the leader of a nighttime hiking club whose name 
was later changed by a newspaperman when the club gave 
up darkness treking. There are about twenty people in the 
group, with some professors from Colorado College, some re-
tired judges (one still active) and others, including guests. 

Ormes' compulsion to hike and climb is undisguised and 
is enthusiastically expressed in his books and daily conversa-
tions. Perhaps no one knows more about Coloradds moun-
tains than Ormes. One measure of this knowledge is found 
in his book, Guide to the Colorado Mountains, first published 
in 1952 and now in its eighth edition. Its 356 pages brim with 
descriptions, facts, statistics and mostly routing information on 
how to reach all those cherished summits. 

"The book began with a request from the Colorado Moun-
tain Club for a guide to the fourteen thousand-foot peaks 
Ormes explains. "But with four or five books devoted entirely 
to the Fourteener list. . . the list has received more attention 
than it deserves, to the exclusion of vistas people should be 
guided into seeing. There are many mountains of greater in- 
terest than a lot of the Fourteeners Ormes' passion is to be 
on or near the mountains, no matter what their altitude. It has 
kept him in good condition. He is five feet eight inches tall and 
maintains a trim weight of one hundred forty five pounds. It 
has also given him some close calls. Once a piton pulled loose 
as he was climbing Shiprock in New Mexico. A second piton 
held, fortunately, and as a result, his one hundred eighty-nine-
page autobiography, Farewellto Ormes, published last year, 
includes a photo showing a young Ormes hanging upside 
down by his rope. 

Ormes has made a name for himself both in person and in 
print. As a teacher who taught at Colorado College until thir-
teen years ago, when he retired, he has extolled climbing for 
its multiple benefits to body and spirit, and he done so with 
a perpetual sparkle in his eye and on the page. Art Porter, a 
member of the Colorado Mountain Club, says, "One of 
Ormes' strengths is his sense of humor. He sees the fun and 
light side of situations that otherwise would be grimy 

Sprinkled throughout his practical and factual guidebook 
are such tidbits as the following: 

"Since hitch-hiking is illegal, bum a ride back with the High-
way PatroL" 

"There are rock obstructions and some down timber from 
an old burn, and the top country is confusing enough so you 
might get lost for a time" 

but the major hazard is rotten rock, for which great care 
rather than rope is the answer 

"Climb NW to the summit and go on by a marked route 
down and up to North Arapahoe Peak (13,502 feet). If you 
should be hurled into an involuntary glissade down to the 
crevasses of the Arapahoe Glacier, the round trip would per-
haps run to three extra hours 

The photographer Ormes used most in his book was Harry 
Standley, an extremely competent craftsman who climbed to 
many summits carrying heavy equipment to get his shots. An 
Ormes' caption to one of Standley's photos of windblown frees 
on a high mountain slope contains a characteristic touch of 
verbal tomfoolery: "Standley liked frees. I liked Standley. I like 
Standley trees" Ormes enjoyed writing about Coloradds 
mountains almost as much as he does climbing them. 

Ormes is blunt and honest, and in his autobiography, he 
gives a twentieth-century mountain man's experiences with 
a graphic accounting of life in Colorado Springs from 1904 
to the present. Introspective and soul-searching, he admits to 
some lessened energy today, some forgetfulness and discom-
forts at his age. He is good with the vignette. He writes of an 
old ranch woman, living alone and preparing for death. "She 
called my sister to her bedside and asked her to get in touch 
with some of the neighbor women to bring food and drink for 
a party and the men to bring hammers and saws and a few 
pine boards to make her a coffin. 'A short one: she said, I'm 
only five feet talL'" 

"That's the way it's meant to be," Ormes says. But in the 
meantime, he's out on the trails, smiling and talking and look-
ing ahead to see what's forthcoming. He still explores, follows 
meandering streams, bends over a leaf or a flower, and when 
looking up at a summit, says, "That's a handsome affair, that 
peak 
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Alaska Wilderness Foot Race 

The Alaska Mountain and Wilderness Classic Foot Race 
may be the nation's ultimate cross-country race. The start and 
finish points are designated but participants may select any 
route which does not utilize public roads between these points. 
This year the race will be held between Mentasta and McKin-
ley, a distance of 235 miles, with a shorter race between Men-
tasta and Fielding Lake, 80 miles. Starting time is August 
15th. 

For further information send SASE to Roman Dial, POB 
81936, Fairbanks, Alaska 99708. 

International Summit Meeting 
A "Summit Meeting" with an international hue will be held 

in the Pacific Northwest May 14 through the 17th. Promoted 
by Dan McConnell of Seattle, the symposium will be attended 
by Sir Edmund Hillary (first ascent of Everest), British 
Himalayan veteran Chris Bonington, Austrian fast-ascent ex-
pert Peter Habeler and Nawong Gombu of Nepal, a three-time 
Everest summiteer. 

Among the U.S. climbers attending will be John Roskelley 
(15 major Himalayan expeditions), Catherine Freer, noted 
rock climber; Jim Wickwire and Phil Erschler, Himalayan 
veterans; Jim and Lou Whittaker, Yvon Chouinard, gear 
designer and author; Greg Child, leader last summer on 
Gasherbrum IV. 

Desert Climbing Notes 
Eric Bjornstad's climbing guide to canyonlands (excluding 

Zion and the Grand Canyon) will be published next year. The 
cut off date for new material is scheduled for June 1, 1987. 
Route information may be sent to Eric Bjornstad, % The Moab 
Rock Shop, 137 N. Main St., Moab, Utah 84532. 

A flurry of climbing activity has taken place in Arches Na-
tional Park resulting in an unprecedented number of routes be-
ing established. This is probably to be expected prior to a new 
guide being written. However, not all climbing on the desert 
is the result of the pending canyonlands guide. Castleton 
Tower, east of Moab, Utah, has now been climbed close to 800 
times. The most recent 200 ascents have been completed 
within the past 12 months. 

Lin Ottinger, who for three decades has guided tours into 
canyon country from his Moab Rock Shop, made an ascent 
of Castleton Tower in September. Unlike his roped climb last 
year, the ascent this year was by helicopter with a Chevrolet 
pickup truck while he worked on the company's 75th anniver-
sary promotion. It seemed like a case of deja vu as it is remem-
bered that Chevrolet twice placed a vehicle on Castleton's 
summit in the early 1960's. It seems not surprising that a week 
before Chevrolet's ascent this year, the tower was host to a 
Japanese pickup truck. 
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Climbing Regulations for Peru? 
The Peruvian mountain guides are apparently fed up with 

rescuing incompetent climbers and have been lobbying for 
climber's permits to be established. As of late 1986, the regu-
lations had not been finalized, but rumor has it they will be in 
place this year. Apparently the regulations involve climbers 
presenting their credentials to the Guides Association outlin-
ing their experience. If the credentials are found to be ade-
quate, climbers would be free to climb as they please. If the 
credentials are inadequate, climbers would be directed to base 
camps of popular peaks where they would have to hire a guide. 

If you are planning a climbing trip to Peru, it may be advis-
able to place the credentials of your party on letterhead paper 
from appropriate embassies and clubs. 

- BCMC Newsletter, Vancouver, Canada 

Mt. St. Helens Skiers Win Conviction Appeals 
Two Seattle men were apprehended for skiing above the 

4,800-foot level restricted zone on Mt. St. Helens. The mis-
demeanor conviction carried a maximum of one year in jail 
and $1,000 fine. The men appealed and won when Judge Kol-
baba of the Skamania County Superior Court ruled "there is 
no standard for common sense determination of when the 
emergency was over" and that the two men were prosecuted 
for a crime, the substance of which an executive proclamation 
of an emergency order. . .for which there is no standard for ter-
mination." 

—Tacoma Mountain Rescue Newsletter 

Mountain Travel Schedules Trip to South Pole 
The ultimate in guided tours is being offered by Mountain 

Travel with a scheduled expedition to the South Pole starting 
in November, 1988. At an estimated cost of $69,500 per per-
son, this is undoubtedly the most unusual adventure travel ex-
pedition ever offered to the public. The expedition will follow 
in the illustrious footsteps of Amundsen, Scott and a few other 
latter-day adventurers (less than 15 men) who have reached 
the South Pole by foot power. 

The expedition, limited to 10 participants, will last 2 months 
(with actual land travel time taking about 40 days). They plan 
to travel about 15 miles a day on cross-country skis to cover 
the 600-mile distance to the South Pole. Food and supplies will 
be hauled in sleds pulled by snowmobiles, and the expedition 
includes full air support from the Ronne Ice Shelf (80 degrees 
south). Women members of the expedition will be the first 
women to reach the South Pole on foot (i.e., not by mechani-
cal means such as aircraft or tractor). 



Mountain Medicine 
Icing injured joints is still hotly debated, according to Dr. 

Donohue's medical column January 3rd in the Tacoma News 
Tribune. Sports medics have for years advocated applying ice 
to an injured joint for the first 24 to 48 hours, then applying 
heat. Now many of them say to continue the ice applications 
throughout the treatment. Ice lowers the temperature around 
the inflamed joint and relieves some of the inflammation. It 
also prevents the release of enzymes from white cells that have 
rushed to the area, preventing further damage. 

Ice must be applied correctly. Don't apply it directly to the 
skin. This can cause frostbite. Put the ice or snow in a towel 
or other material before applying it to the area. Leave the ice 
in place for 30 minutes and repeat again in 5 to 6 hours. If that 
doesn't work, fry it for 15 minutes, then repeat 15 minutes later 
for another 15 minutes, and so on at this interval. Anytime the 
skin starts to feel numb, remove the ice. It is recommended to 
move the joint a bit while you've got the ice on to promote cir-
culation of joint fluid and to get an even distribution of cold 
within the joint. Twisted ankles and sometimes other joints are 
probably one of the most common minor injuries in the moun-
tains and the ice treatment is almost always readily available, 
even if you have just an ice cold stream to immerse the ankle 
in. Remember, injuries to joints can be disabling and you 
should have them checked out by a doctor when you get back 
if the swelling persists. 

—Tacoma Mountain Rescue Newsletter 

Rescue Fund Pays State 
On March 14, Brian Zelenka died in a mountaineering ac-

cident on Pioneer Peak near Anchorage, Alaska. The Alaska 
Mountain Rescue Group, a volunteer group of Anchorage 
mountaineers, assisted the Alaska State Troopers in recover-
ing the body. The State Troopers used a helicopter for this mis-
sion. The total operational cost of the helicopter for this mis-
sion was $1,116. 

Zelenka was a member of the Alaska Alpine Club Rescue 
Expense Fund so the Fund reimbursed the State of Alaska 
$1,000 for these expenses. 

The Mountain Rescue Expense Fund is unique in the U.S., 
and is similar to private rescue expense funds in other nations. 
It is supported by mountaineers who believe in meeting their 
rescue responsibilities. It currently pays up to $1,000 per res-
cue. Its goal is to eventually meet the entire rescue costs of fund 
members. 

Information on the Mountain Rescue Expense Fund can be 
obtained from the Alaskan Alpine Club, 3641 Sandvik, Fair-
banks, AK 99709. 

Sports Anemia 
Following an exhausting climb to the top of a mountain, one 

is rarely in the mood for having a needle stuck into the arm 
to draw blood. But thanks to the help of a Spooner Research 
Grant at Northern Michigan University, David Martin, a 
graduate student studying exercise science, will be subjecting 
his fellow mountaineers to just that sort of treatment this sum-
mer. He will be conducting a study entitled "Sports Anemia 
in Mountain Climbers: The Acute Effects of Ascent and De-
scent on Erythrocyte Hemolysis." Recent studies have found  

that athletes often test anemic following participation in a 
sporting event, and scientists have been trying to determine 
what is causing the temporary state which has been dubbed 
"sports anemia:" Martin will fry to determine which of two the-
ories associated with the cause of anemia is most common, 
as well as the makeup of a person's blood before, during and 
after exercising. 

"You need to get oxygen into the muscles:' he explained. 
"The carrier is the red blood cells. Anemia is an abnormality 
in transportation of oxygen by way of the red blood cells. Sports 
anemia is a fairly new condition. It's hemolytic anemia, or the 
breaking of the red blood cells." 

A study involving runners hypothesized that anemia was 
caused by the mechanical jarring involved in running, called 
"footstrike hemolysis" due to the fact that the study credited 
the impact of the foot hitting the ground with breaking the red 
blood cells, thus causing anemia. However, while it is true that 
the blood cells are breaking as the foot hits the ground, 
researchers wanted to know why athletes involved in low-
impact sports were also tested anemic following participation 
in a sporting event. 

A second test was performed on swimmers, and researchers 
found that while exercising "the heart is beating much faster, 
causing more turbulence in the blood and wear and tear on the 
red blood cells" as they are rushing through the veins and 
capillaries. This turbulence could cause the cells to break 
open, thus causing anemia. 

Martin figures that mountain climbers would make perfect 
subjects for trying to determine which activity— mechanical 
jarring or blood turbulence - is the biggest contributor to 
sports anemia. "When you hike up a mountain, you're going 
to have lots of stepping up volumes, a lot of turbulence and a 
lot of blood flowing through the capillaries, and little jarring," 
Martin explained. However, going back down the mountain 
a person experiences little blood turbulence because the body 
doesn't have to work very hard, but it does experience a lot of 
mechanical jarring due to the heavy impact of the foot as it 
steps down. 

Martin will be drawing blood samples from his fellow moun-
tain climbers before they hike up Mt. Baker, 10,700 feet, in 
northwest Washington, once they reach the top, once they are 
back down at the foot of the mountain at a base camp, and fi-
nally following a hike back to the car. 

Researchers are currently trying to determine the cause of 
altitude sickness, Martin said, and the results of his study 
might allude to one possible cause. He said if it is determined 
that the climbers are extremely anemic following a day's 
climb, it might become advisable for climbers to give them-
selves several days rest before attempting to climb another 
mountain. He added that many climbers will continually climb 
mountains for several days in a row, thus running down their 
bodies, causing them to feel sick— sports anemia might in fact 
be a contributor to this problem. 

"If you climb one mountain, you should probably give your-
self maybe two days' recovery before attempting to climb an-
other one:'  Martin said, "thus enabling your body an oppor-
tunity to produce more red blood cells. They know that some 
people are more prone to altitude sickness than others,"Martin 
explained. "This wouldn't necessarily be a cause, but possibly 
a factor:' He added that oxygen levels are thought to be the key 
to altitude sickness. 
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Tenth National Avalanche School Scheduled 
Safety from avalanche danger is an important concern in 

the backcountry, and avalanche-related study and training is 
vitally important to backcountry skiers and mountaineers. In-
terested parties can learn the fundamentals of avalanche 
science, avalanche protection, winter travel techniques and 
other related topics during the tenth National Avalanche 
School to be held in Lakewood, Colorado November 1-5, 1987 
and at field locations between December, 1987 and February, 
1988. 

The National Avalanche School is a two-phase training op-
portunity consisting of five days of classroom sessions (Phase 
I) and a three-day field session (Phase II). It is possible to at-
tend the classroom sessions only, but participants in the field 
session must have completed the classroom work. 

Phase I will include lectures, small group workshops, ex-
hibits and discussions. The instructional staff of about 25 peo-
pie will include research scientists and operational avalanche 
experts. The fundamentals of mountain meteorology, snow-
pack characteristics, field hazard evaluation, and stability 
evaluation are some of the other topics to be addressed. It will 
be held at the Lakewood Sheraton Convention Center. Regis-
tration will begin at 1:00p.m. on Sunday, November 1. Tui-
tion for Phase lis $280 for members of the National Ski Pa-
trol or the National Ski Areas Association and $400 for all 
others. Attendance is limited to 200 students. 

Phase II field sessions will be offered at several locations and 
will emphasize practical applications of the fundamental pnn- 

FAIR PRICES. 
US Standard Brite Oval 'Biners 5/$15, 35/$100 
CLOG HMS Lock D 'Diner $8. SUPER 10 D 5/$24 
CLIMB HIGH-CONTAT ULTRALIGHT Bright D 5/$20 
METOLIUS SLIDERS 50-4 $18 em. All 5 $85 
CASSIN WIRED HALF MOON Chocks *0-*6 Set $27 
PETZL Helmet, UIAA Certified. Red, M,L $34 
TROLL BASIC Harness S,M,L $28. WHILLANS $45 
EDELWEISS EXTREM 11 x 165 Everdry Rope $105 
LAPRADE OSSAU Light Ice Axe 75, 80, 85 cm $37 
EDELRID Rock Hammer $20. BRENTA Hammer $18 
GLYCO CHALK 2 oz. $1. 1 lb $8. ENDO 2 lb $13 
FAMOUS TRAILS 3-man Geo Tent/US Poles $95 
EXPEDITIONS INTERNATIONAL Gore-Tex Bivy $78 
LOWE HOLLOFLEX STANDARD Frame Pack $190 
OUTDOOR PRODUCTS DELUXE SIERRA Day Pack $35 
OUTDOOR PRODUCTS Cagoule. Full features $35 
OUTDOOR PRODUCTS Nylon Rain Parka, S,M,L $25 
OUTDOOR PRODUCTS Nylon Rain Pants, S,M,L $15 
BUFFALO MEDICAL ACTUS Blood Pressure cuff $40 
FIRST NEED Water Purifier $32. Filter $22 
OUTDOOR RESEARCH COMPACT First Aid Kit $27 
OUTDOOR RESEARCH Kevlar Gloves, one size $13 
OPTIMUS SVEA 123R Stove $32. 'Naked SVEA $25 
SILVA RANGER 15TD Compass $29, with Clino $33 
STEINER PILOT/AERO 7x35 Binoculars, Case $170 

We are "The Mountaingear People", 
you'll like our prices better! Free 
UPS delivery for orders over $25, 
add 10% if under $25 or non-UPS. 
6% tax in CA. Free "Plain Jane' 

MOUNTAIN HIGH LTD. 
of SIERRA DESERT GUIDES CIir%b\ 

824 WEST GRAAF . RIDGECREST, CA 93555 . (619) 446-5643 

ciples and practices demonstrated by avalanche specialists fa-
miliar with local conditions. There will be two sessions: one 
for those most interested in avalanche activities at developed 
ski areas; and one for those interested in safe winter backcoun-
try travel. Tuition for Phase II is $150. 

For more information, contact the National Avalanche 
Foundation, 133 S. Van Gordon, Lakewood, CO 80228. 

1986 Rainier Statistics 
Although 672 more climbers bid for the summit of 

Washington state's highest peak in 1986 than the year before, 
the overall success rate on Mt. Rainier didn't budge a bit from 
1985's mark of 59%. A total of 7,898 climbers registered to try 
Rainier in 1986, according to the National Park Service. 

This 1986 figure comprised 5,660 independent efforts and 
2,238 attempts by alpine climbing clients and their guides. The 
Park Service says that 52% of the independent climbers got 
to the top of this 14,410-foot volcano, up 2% from 1985's suc-
cess rate; 65% of the clients and their guides made it to the 
summit compared to 68% in 1985. 

Nearly all of the guided climbers take the standard trail 
dubbed "the dog route" up the mountain's southeastern flanks. 
It winds across the Cowlitz Glacier from 10,000-foot Camp 
Muir, heads easterly across the midsection of the Ingraham 
Glacier and up the crumbly volcanic rock of Disappointment 
Cleaver to the snowfields just below the crater rim. Then it plies 
the snowfields upward to the rim, crosses the huge main crater 
and heads northerly to the highest of Rainier's three summits, 
a broad snow shelf atop the crater rim called Columbia Crest. 
The dog route is approached from Paradise Lodge, something 
more than 750 different climbing parties tried last year. It is 
a strenuous trail favored because it is non-technical and easy 
to route-find on. 

Another popular "trade route" last year swept up the vol. 
cano's eastern flanks on the Emmons Glacier, with a first night 
stop at Camp Schurman at about 9,500 feet. More than 200 
parties registered for the Schurman route in 1986. 

Other routes that are a little more technical, and tried far 
less, than the Muir and Schurman routes include the Kautz 
Chute on the mountain's southeastern side; The Fuhrer Fin-
ger, a moderately steep snow and ice chute on the south side; 
and Liberty Ridge on the northern flanks. The latter is a seri-
ous and sustained climb up one of the state's longest, most aes-
thetically classic ridge lines. 
Dee Molenaar of rural Port Orchard, 68-year-old author of the 
mountain's definitive history, The Challenge of Rainier, says the 
human imprint on his beloved peak has evolved tremendously 
in recent years. Routes such as Liberty and Ptarmigan ridges 
on the north side, once deemed extremely perilous, now are 
tried by dozens of climbers each year, he notes. And the last 
several summers were a time for some staggering speed 
climbs, including full traverses up and across the peak in less 
than 24 hours. 

"The Rainier climbers of today aren't as defensive as the 
early explorers:' Molenaar muses. "Some of these year-round 
guides can really move. Maybe the guys of today are in bet-
ter shape. Ithink that's just the way the human race goes. We 
lose our fears and apprehensions after somebody goes before 
us. And we move faster!" 

- John Hessburg 
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MORE TIPS ON NEW GEAR FOR 1987 
Here are some evolutionary changes to keep an eye on this 

spring. 

Cascade Designs, Inc. 
From the folks who brought us the popular Therm-a-Rest 

self-inflating sleeping pad comes a new closed-cell foam pad 
called the Ridge Rest. This thing is bound to render obsolete 
the conventional half-inch-thick foam pads we've been rely-
ing on for years. It's lighter, warmer, and easier on the ol' bones 
while you sleep. Two field tests in winter conditions confirm that 
the Ridge Rest is an exceptional insulator. 

Cascade Designs, Inc. of Seattle engineered the pad from 
EVA foam with a series of fluted ridges that absorb weight 
evenly,coddle your hip and shoulder bones and trap dead air 
spaces beneath your sleeping bag for added insulation. It's 
available in two sizes: 48 x 20 x 5/8 inches, which weighs 9 
oz. and costs $12.95; and the same dimensions at 72 inches 
long which weighs 14 oz. and costs $15.95. 

Wild Country 
Look for a new generation of Friends, a direct response to 

the market challenge by Metolius and Wired Bliss three-
cammers. Wild Country's General Manager Bill Supple says 
the new standard Friends, numbers 1 through 3-1/2, will be 
narrower, lighter and stronger. Each of the four cam heads will 
be shaved down from 6 to 5 mm width, a total of 30% width 
reduction for easier placement in shallow cracks. There will 
be no more protruding nuts, because the bolt connecting the 
cam heads will be drilled and countersunk flush with the out-
side cam walls. And the cams themselves will be made of 
tougher aluminum alloy. 

Wild Country also hopes this summer to introduce a new 
ultralight unit called a Technical Friend, made of titanium al-
loy. These are likely to be expensive, but a boon in thin, tough-
to-protect cracks. 

In response to Chouinard's new generation of wired stop-
pers, Wild Country also is marketing its rocks, sizes I through 
9, with rounded edges. This design places less fall stress on the 
corners and more on the full outer surface of the chock, where 
it grips the rock better. It also means easier removal on the 
cleanup. Another change to look for: all loose rocks will have 
the same dimensions as their wired counterparts. Before loose 
rocks were about 3 mm wider across the top. 

—John Hessburg 

Sleeping Bags 
Mountain Mend/Bolder Designs has just created the light-

est expedition bag you can truly enjoy sleeping in, according 
to Glenn Randall. By switching from a 1.6 ounce taffeta/Gore-
Tex laminate to a 1.1 ounce ripstop/Gore-Tex laminate, Bolder 
Designs has saved 3 oz. in total weight, with a neglible de-
crease in durability. A 6-foot Rut's Route, rated conservatively 
at -20 to -30° F, now weighs only 4 lbs. 8 ozs. The black shell 
fabric sucks up sunshine for rapid drying. The optional V.B.L. 
liner ties and snaps in so it won't twist around you as you sleep. 
For more information, call or write Mountain Mend/Bolder 
Designs, 1580 Canyon, Boulder, CO 80302; (303) 443-1925. 

New Pack Design 
You can see him and you can see his pack, but what you 

can't see is that his load is riding on rollers. 
After years of stagnation, something new has been added 

to basic backpack design. Chilkoot Pack Company has 
created a load-carrying belt system that follows the movement 
of the hips without friction. A high tensile, U-shaped, alumi-
num gimbal plate wraps around the user to form a rocking 
yoke for the belt. The belt follows the movement of the hips 
easily and smoothly while the load is carried by a high tensile 
steel pivot bolt and Delrin rollers. 

The Chilkoot Rocking Yoke has been extensively tested on 
a simulator and has been proven trustworthy on Mt. McKin-
ley at temperatures below minus 40°E 

Other features of the pack include a central vertical tube 
that increases the strength of the frame and at the same time 
keeps the pack bag away from the back, a woven string back 
rest that can be easily tightened or loosened, and thick hip 
pads that spread the load over a broad area of each hip. 

For further information, write to Chilkoot Pack Company, 
POB 898, Iake Isabella, CA 93240. 

Mt. ARl (ARARAT) 
WHERE TOP CLIMBERS CHALLENGE FOR 

NOAH'S ARK 
Culture - Expedition - Sport in 10 days 

lstanbul-Erzurum (flight)-Doubayazpt-Climbing the summit in 
4 days-Erzurum-lstanbul (tlight) 

842 U.S. Dollars 
Departure dates 
July .............. 04, 11, 18, 25 
August .. ..... .....................01, 08, 15, 22, 29 
September ... 05 
Best service and accompany of an ofticial mountain guide 
Please contact us for further information and detailed 
program . orion - our 

TOURISM ORGANIZATION & TRAVEL AGENCY 

Haioskdrgaz: Cad 2871 80260 Osmanbey IsIanbuITTURKE 
Tel: 148 80 14 148 84 37  Telex 22085 dUo 10 
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Text and Photos by Gerald Allen, M.D. 

Our front points bit into the wind-packed snow wall, 
which was hard enough to hold the pick of our ice axes 
firmly. Reaching the narrow knife-edge, we carefully 
made our way across the foot-wide ledge, now covered 
with snow a foot deep. I tried not to think of the 500-foot 
drop on either side of my boots. 

"A piece of cake:" Dave said. "Much less frightening 
than in the summer!" 

"Your brain must be frozen:" I thought to myself. 
There only remained another short, steep, snow-

covered wall, then the final trudge up through softer snow 
to the top of Lake Peak, 12,408 feet, at the southern end 
of the Sangre de Cristo range in New Mexico. From the 
summit, we could view the snow-covered expanse of the 
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Pecos Wilderness to the east, and the white bulk of Santa 
Fe Baldy to the north. Far below, near Nambe Lake, now 
buried by snow, tiny ski tracks projected from the forest 
into the cirque. Somewhere beneath us to the south lay 
Santa Fe Lake, storing water for our homes in the City 
Different. 

In the summer and fall, Lake Peak is a popular and rela-
tively easy hike, for such a spectacular little summit. It 
stands in the center of a mile-long ridge between the 
rounded false summit, on the southwest, and Penitente 
Peak, topped with its wooden cross, to the east. In the win-
ter, however, the snow and ice plastered granite takes on 
a different character, and most skiers venture only to the 
false summit. 
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Two climbers on their way to Lake Peak. 

A westerly wind, which had been at our backs as we 
first crossed the knife-edge, now stung our faces on the re-
turn. Dave led us to a relatively sheltered ledge of bare 
rock, barely warmed by the pale winter sun. Here we en-
joyed our lunch, and I even dozed pleasantly for a minute 
or two, until a blast of cold air made me realize that the 
wind had shifted. Looking out across the broad tan con-
tours of the Rio Grande Valley, we could see a wall of gray 
clouds forming above the white shapes of the Jemez 
Mountains to the west. Time to be moving. 

Again we were thankful we had brought our crampons 
this time, as we quickly negotiated spots that would have 
been hairy without them. Heel-kicking down into a deep 
notch, now partially snow-filled, I recalled the evacuation, 
one June night, of an unfortunate hiker who shattered his 
ankle in this very spot. The rescue had been a classic lit-
tle operation, involving a well-belayed litter carry over 
mixed snow, ice and rock, without the assistance of a 
chopper or other mechanical devices. This ridge holds 
many memories for those of us who visit it often. 

At the false summit, two cross-country skiers asked 
where we had been. 

"Only to Lake:" I replied, "but I wouldn't try it on skis:' 
"Not today:" they agreed, and we all made our way 

down across the crusty snowfield to the treeline, where 
Dave and I changed to our snowshoes for the two-mile 
trek along Ravens Ridge. At the northwest end of the 
ridge, powder snow allowed us to take "giant steps" down 
into the woods below where a little used path brought us 
back to the ski basin parking lot. Our offspring, who had 
spent the day downhill skiing, seemed quite relieved at the 
sight of their "ancient fathers" safe return. We were just as 
relieved to know that they had escaped injury. On the 17-
mile ride home, the teenagers recounted their exploits on 
the slopes, and Dave and I reminisced about the past 
climbs. 

Then we wondered about the future - might we ever do 
Orizaba? Could we ever dream of taking the time to go to 
Denali? We agreed that these might have to be "geriatric" 
expeditions. Such is the stuff of dreams. 
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rZenders 'iIomrnent 
Dear Editor: 

I greatly enjoyed Kevin Marshmarfs per-
spective on Yosemite, and would like to make 
a couple points. 

First, if Kevin led pitch 3 of Serenity Crack 
and still feels that there are harder 5.9, he is 
far from a common man. The first 2 pitches 
go at 5.9 and 5.10A, but pitch 3 is universally 
recognized as Solid 5.10 (C or D). And 
regarding the "5.5 arete" on the Higher Ca-
thedral Spire, a gigantic block fell off of that 
section a few winters back, rendering the 
grade closer to 5.9, with no discernible arete 
on the pitch. 

Congratulations, Kevin, for not letting the 
loud-mouth "hardmen" spoil your enjoyment 
of the Valley and its climbs. 
Ron Amick 
Poway, CA 

Dear Editor: 
I was really pleased to read the article 

about "The Common Marfs Yosemite" by 
Kevin Marshman (Jan-Feb. 87). 

It was a pleasure to read about every day 
climbers discovering the joy of historic routes 
done in a classic style. It seems there is so 
much about expanded limits of extreme 
climbing these days. Few new breed' clim-
bers seem very interested in the pioneers of 
the great walls. I know I went to my personal 
library and pulled out the classics such as Ver-
tical World of Yosemite and Master of Rock 
to enjoy a rewarding experience once again. 
These are the routes and bold ventures that 
made the old grand' legends for the last two 
decades. 

Lefs hope that more every day climbers 
will feel free to submit more quality articles of 
this type in the future. 
Mark Petnuch 
Mokena, Illinois  

Dear Editor: 
In reference to the article, "Interview with 

Edmund Hillary' George Herbert Leigh-
Mallory actually perished on Mount Everest 
on or about June 8, 1924, not 1933. 

As a matter of interest, in 1933 an ice axe 
belonging to either Mallory or his partner An-
drew Irvine was found by Lawrence Wager 
and Wyn Harris, of the Ruttledge expedition, 
at about 27,600 feet and it is presumed that 
an accident occurred at this spot and the two 
climbers fell to their deaths. 
Christopher John Owen 
Glendale, CA 

Dear Editor: 
Overall I am pleased with Summit's 

presentation of my "Defining and Sizing-Up 
Mountains" article, in the January-February 
issue. However, the formal version of my first 
name is spelled Stephen, not Steven. Also, 
I unfortunately introduced a typographical er-
ror in Table 2a, which is a listing of the worlcFs 
highest mountains. Specifically, Cho Oyu 
height in feet should be 26,906 (versus 
27,906). The metric height fronm Cho Oyu 
(8201 m) and its ranking are correct. 
Steve Fry 
Woodinville, WA 

Dear Editor: 
I have just returned from a climbing trip to 

Cerro Aconcagua. Although our climb of the 
normal route and the south face were both 
successful and fun, there was a major distrac-
tion. Each of the established camps on the 
normal route was a garbage dump, making 
the site a hazard to walk through and an un-
pleasant place to spend a night. 

There are many contributing factors to this  

problem including many different nationali-
ties and attitudes towards mountaineering. 
There is also very little snowfall on Acon-
cagua to bury the problem, even up high. I 
was really surprised, however, to see guided 
groups from the States leaving large garbage 
sacks, scattered tea bags, match boxes and 
empty soup packets behind in camps they 
had occupied. These are the same tour 
groups that made double carries and fed their 
clients breakfast tea in bed. Although Fm sure 
it made for lighter loads to carry down, it also 
detracted from the enjoyment of everybody 
who walked by. 

Of all the groups on the mountain I would 
have thought that guided groups would be 
the most conscientious, but I was wrong. 
Mountain Trip, Rainier Mountain Guides, 
IME, Genet, and American Alpine Institute 
all had groups on the mountain during our 
visit. Though not all were seen leaving gar-
bage behind, more than one was. 

This is obviously not a problem limited to 
just Aconcagua or to just guided groups. 
However, since guides extract their living 
from the mountains, they should exercise a 
little more respect and care. Here's hoping 
that things improve. 
Charley Mace 
Denver, CO 

Dear Editor: 
The article by Helen R. Nieberl about 

Mount Pilchuck brought back memories. I 
climbed Pilchuck during a spring blizzard in 
1941. The performance of one of our party, 
a seventeen-year-old girl from Port Angeles, 
so impressed me that I asked her for a date 
the following week. Two months later we 
were engaged, and we married the following 
year. 

We recently celebrated our 45th wedding 
anniversary. I'm glad that Tony and Helen 
Nieberl did not become disenchanted with 
Pilchuck because of their accident and con-
tinue to return there. After 45 years I still 
remember it with affection. 
Charles B. Huestis 
Durham, North Carolina Accessory 

Straps 
Of neoprene-nylon as used in our crampon 
straps, carefully made with copper belt rivets 
and steel roller buckles. No time limit on our 
guarantee, and postpaid service. 

For information, send 22 cents to: 
BRUCE BECK, Dept. M 

P.O. Box 2223 
Santa Barbara, California 93120 USA 
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STEPHENSON'S WARMLITE TENTS AND BAGS 

When you want ruggedness and reliability, you'll want a 
STEPHENSON Warmlite Tent, the original and still most storm 
resistant round top tent. 

STEPHENSON'S ultralight and compact COMPLETE sleeping 
systems from $225. Absolutely stormproof, light but roomy tents 
from 2-man at 2 lbs., $280 to 6-man at 5 lbs., $500. 

Send $3 for complete catalog to: 
STEPHENSON, RFD 4, Box 145, Gilford, N.H. 03246 



Mountain Moods 
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A bagpipe player serenades National Park Service rangers from the summit of the Grand Teton 
via ranger John Carr's radio. Photo by Bart O'Brien. 

ENDORPHINS 

Oh, sweet endorphins, 
Made sweeter still 
Pressed by my footsteps 
Up the hill 

You bring me joy! 
You bring me life! 
You banish blahs 
And censor strife. 

I thought it was climbing, 

Or blue skies and flowers 
Or wind-fluffed pine trees 
That brightened my powers 

Endorphins, you rogues, 
You atoms of light, 
You're nothing but spaces 
And shafts of delight. 

Well, bring me endorphins 
On platters of green, 
Adorn them with moonbeams 
And a mountainous stream. 

I'm sold. It's endorphins 
That make me feel good. 
But it's climbing that puts them 
Under the hood! 

—L. Rea 
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BOOTS & BOOT REPAIR 

Bootmaking.Technical, hiking, ski and 
walking boots carefully handmade and 
fitted by John W. Calden, P.O. Box 389A, 
Frisco, CO 80443. 303/668-3402. 

EQUIPMENT & SOFTWARE 

Mountain High Ltd. is selling out its 
stock of sleeping bags at wholesale cost 
(selling climbing hardware is more fun!) 
Current model Caribou Solstice has 
DuPont Quallofill in the exclusive Lou-
verloft design to give the fluid quality of 
goose down. Rated + 5 deg., loft 6 
inches, total weight 4 lbs. regular. 4-1/2 
lbs. long. Prices 580 regular, 590 long. 
Request data sheet. 824 West Graaf, Ridg-
ecrest, CA 93555. 

Mountaineering Hardware, Soft 
goods and more! Free catalog. Write: 
Hansen Mountaineering, Inc., 757 
North State, Orem, Utah 84057. 

G-Tex Bivy Sacks S45 to 565. G-tex 
parkas S72 to $99, G-tex pants S48 to 
$70, Ropes $70 to $95, and more. Write 
for free catalog: Wildabeast Mt. Gear, 
P0 Box 572, Jackson, NH 03846. 

Big Wall Gear! Everything you'll ever 
need on the "big stones" now available 
from A5 Adventures, including por-
taledges, haulbags, and state-of-the-art 
specialty gear. Send SASE for free catalog: 
AS Adventures, 1109 S. Plaza Way, Div. 
286, Flagstaff, AZ 86001. 

GUIDED CLIMBS & EXPEDITIONS 

Mt. McKinley Expeditions —Climb 
with experienced professional McKin-
ley guides. For brochure, write: Rainier 
Mountaineering, Inc., 201 St. Helens, 
Tacoma, WA 98402. 

Join us for climbs in Alaska, Russia, 
South America: Denali, Peak Com-
munism, Aconcagua. For complete in-
formation: Mountain Trip, Gary 
Bocarde, Box 91161, Dept. 5, Anchorage, 
AK 99509. (907) 345-6499. 

Expeditions Abroad. Michael Coving-
ton is now accepting reservations for his 
1987 Expeditions to the Karakoram 
mountains of Pakistan, Broad 
Peak/Mustagh Tower and 1988 expedi-
tion Safari to the game parks of Tanzania, 
climbs of Kilamanjaro and Mt. Kenya and 
snorkling in Mombasa. For details, please 
contact Fantasy Ridge, P.O. Box 1679, Tel-
luride, Colorado 81435 or call (303) 
728-3546. 

MOUNTAINEERING LITERATURE 

Mountaineering Literature, Journals 
purchased, exchanged. Highest prices 
paid. Complimentary search service. 
Catalogs. Mountainbooks. Box 25589, 
Seattle, WA 98125 

Books: over 1000. Climbing, backpack-
ing, trekking, caving, skiing, canoeing, 
kavaking. rafting. Guidebooks, tech-
niques, historical accounts. Free catalog. 
Backcountry Bookstore Box 19IYS, 
Snohomish, WA 98290. 

ROCK, ICE, WINTER COURSES 

Bellingham Alpine Guides offers in-
struction in Rock and Alpine climbing. 
For free brochure, write or call (206)733-
1785. BAG., P.O. Box 6091, Bellingham, 
WA 98227. 

Lets Go Climbing: Michael Covington 
is now accepting reservations for his 
Summer and Fall season rock climbing 
school at Telluride, Colorado. Opportu-
nities include instruction and guiding for 
the novice to expert in the San Juan 
Mountains, Black Canyon and Moab, 
Utah desert towers. For details, please 
contact Fantasy Ridge, P.O. Box 1679,  Tel-
luride, Colorado 81435 or call (303) 
728-3546. 

Vertical Adventures offers year-round 
climbing instruction from California's 
top professional guides. Basic to ad-
vanced rockclimbing classes and guided 
climbs held November through April at 
Joshua Tree, May through October at 
Idyllwild.Summer 1987: mountaineer-
ing seminars in California's High Sierra, 
rockclimhing tours of France and Great 
Britain, and our fabulous eight-day trips 
to Zerrnatt/Chamonix, featuring ascents 
of the Matterhorn and Mont Blanc. 
Guides include Bob Gaines, John Long, 
Dave Cuthbertson (European trip 
leader). Free brochure: 511 S. Catalina 
Ave., Suite #3, Redondo Beach, CA 90277 
(213)540-6517. 

Rainier Mountaineering, Inc.—The 
most complete snow and ice climbing 
school in the United States offers climb-
ing seminars and summit climbs. For• 
brochure, write to RMI, 201 St Helens, 
Tacoma, Washington 98402. 

Professional Instruction in Rock 
Climbing, Alpine Mountaineering, 
Mountain Rescue, and more. (Meant for 
the serious climber who wants to get the 
most for his/her money, written and 
practical test, certificates awarded.) 
Write: Ha,nsen Mountaineering, Inc., 
757 North State, Orem, Utah 84057. 

This publication is available 
in microform from University  
Microfilms International. 
Call toll-free 800-521-3044. Or mail inquiry to 
University Microfilms International, 300 North 
Zeeb Road, Arm Arbor, MI 48106. 

Enter my subscription to SUMMIT for: 
El One Year $15 El Two years $24 

(Add $3,  per year outside U.S. Payment in U.S. funds by International bank order.) 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

CITY STATE _________ ZIP... 

Mail to: 

SUMMIT, a mountaineering magazine 

P.O. Box 1889, Big Bear Lake, CA 92315 
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THE TALUS CAMPI MOUNTAINEERING STORES IN YOUR AREA 

ALASKA 

Alaska Mountaineering & Hiking 

2633 Spenard Rd. 
Anchorage 99503 

Recreational Equipment, Inc. 
2710 Spenard Rd. 
Anchorage 99503 

ARIZONA 

Desert Mountain Sports 
4506 N. 16th St. 
Phoenix 85016 

Holubar Mountaineering, Ltd. 
3925 E. Indian School Rd. 

Phoenix 85018 

Recreational Equipment, Inc. 

1405W. Southern 
Tempe 85282 

CALIFORNIA 

Adventure 16 
11161 W. Pico Blvd. 

W. Los Angeles 90064 

Recreational Equipment, Inc. 
405W. Torrance Blvd. 

Carson 90745 

Sport Chalet 
920 Foothill Blvd. 

La Canada 91011 

Mountain High Recreation 
9155 Archibald Ave. 

Rancho Cucomonga 91730 

Recreational Equipment, Inc. 
602 West Arrow Highway 

San Dimas Station 

San Dimas 91773 

Adventure 16 
143S. Cedris Ave. 

Solano Beach 92075 

Adventure 16 
4620 Alvarado Canyon Rd. 

San Diego 92120 

The North Face 
3333 Bear St., Unit 332 

Costa Mesa 92626 

Recreational Equipment, Inc. 
9 City Blvd.,W., The City 444 

Orange 92668 

Holubar Mountaineering, Ltd. 
3650 S. Bristol 

Santa Ana 92704 

The Great Pacific Iron Works 
235W. Santa Clara St. 

Ventura 93001 

Big Foot Mountaineering 
10 Spruce St. 

Bakersfield 93304 

Wheeler & Wilson Boots 
206 N. Main 

Bishop 93514 

Sunrise Mountaineering 
2290 First St. 

Livermore 94550 

The North Face 
1500 Sunnyvale Ave. 

Walnut Creek 94596 

Recreational Equipment, Inc. 
1338 San Pablo Ave. 

Berkeley 94702 

Recreational Equipment, Inc. 
20640 Homestead Rd. 

Cupertino 95014 

Recreational Equipment, Inc. 
5961 Sunrise Blvd. 

Citrus Heights 95610 

Sierra Outfitters 
2903 Fulton Ave. 

Sacramento 95821 

COLORADO 

Eastern Mountain Sports, Inc. 
1030 S. Sable, Gateway Plaza 

Aurora 80012 

Eastern Mountain Sports, Inc. 
8971 N. Harlan 

Westminster 80030 

Eastern Mountain Sports, Inc. 
1428- 15th St. 

Denver 80202 

Holubar Mountaineering, Ltd. 
2490 S. Colorado Blvd. 

Denver 80202 

Recreational Equipment, Inc. 
2200W. Alameda Ave. 

Denver 80223 

Eastern Mountain Sports, Inc. 
7200W. Alameda Ave. 

Lakewood 80226 

The Boulder Mountaineer 
1335 Broadway 
Boulder 80302 

Eastern Mountain Sports, Inc. 

2550 Arapahoe Ave. 

Boulder 80302 

CONNECTICUT 

Eastern Mountain Sports, Inc. 
One Civic Center 
Hartford 06103 

Clapp & Treat, Inc. 
674 Farmington Ave. 
West Hartford 06119 

GEORGIA 

Mountain Ventures 
918 Church St. 

Decatur 30030 

MARYLAND 

Eastern Mountain Sports, Inc. 
740 A Fairmont Ave. 
Towsontown Center 

Towson 21204 

MASSACHUSETTS 

Eastern Mountain Sports, Inc. 
451 Russell St., Rt. 9 

Hadley 01035 

Recreational Equipment, Inc. 

279 Salem St. 

Reading 01867 

Eastern Mountain Sports, Inc. 
At. I, Providence Hwy. 

Dedham Plaza 
Dedham 02026 

Eastern Mountain Sports, Inc. 
1041 Commonwealth Ave. 

Boston 02215 

MINNESOTA 

Recreational Equipment, Inc. 
710 W. 98th St. 

Bloomington 55420 

Midwest Mountaineering 
309 Cedar 

Minneapolis 55454 

MISSOURI 

Alpine Shope, Ltd. 
601 E. Lockwood 

Webster Groves 63119 

NEW HAMPSHIRE 

Eastern Mountain Sports, Inc. 
Vose Farm Road 

Peterborough 03458 

Eastern Mountain Sports, Inc. 
Main St. 

North Conway 03860 

NEW JERSEY 

Eastern Mountain Sports, Inc. 
117 Riverside Sq. At. 4 

Hackensack 07601 

NEW MEXICO 

The Backwoods Mountain Chalet 
6307 Menaul, N.E. 

Albuquerque 87110 

Wilderness Centre, Inc. 
4900 Lomas,. N.E. 
Albuquerque 87110 

Page One 
11200 Montgomery 

Albuquerque 87111 

NEW YORK 

Eastern Mountain Sports, Inc. 
188 Mercer St. 

New York 10012 

Eastern Mountain Sports, Inc. 
25W. 60th P1. 

New York City 10023 

Eastern Mountain Sports, Inc. 
725 Saw Mill River Rd. 

Ardsley 10502 

Eastern Mountain Sports, Inc. 
174 Glen Cove Rd. 

Carle Place 11514 

NORTH CAROLINA 

Base Camp Mountain Sports. 

1534 East Blvd. 
Charlotte 28203 

Jesse Brown's 
4369 S. Tryon St. 

Charlotte 28210 

OKLAHOMA 

Backwoods Mountain Chalet 
10205 N. May Ave. 

Oklahoma City 73120 

OREGON 

Recreational Equipment, Inc. 
1798 Jantzen Beach Ctr. 

Portland 97217 

PENNSYLVANIA 

Exkursion 
4123 Wm. Penn Hwy. 

Monroeville 15146 

Eastern Mountain Sports, Inc. 
Coultier Ave. 

Suburban Sq. Shop Ctr. 

Ardmore 19003 

TENNESSEE 

Canoeist Headquarters 
4825 Hixon Pike 

Hixon 37343 

UTAH 

Hansen Mountaineering, Inc. 
757 North State 

Orem 84057 

Kirkham's Outdoor Products 
3125 S. State St. 

Salt Lake City 84115 

Recreational Equipment, Inc. 
1122 B. Brickyard Rd. 

Salt Lake City 84106 

VERMONT 

Dakin's Mountain Shop 
227 Main St. 

So. Burlington 05401 

VIRGINIA 

Eastern Mountain Sports, Inc. 

6198 F Little River Turnpike 

Alexandria 22312 

WASHINGTON 

Wilderness Sports 
14340 N.E. 20th St. 

Bellevue 98007 

Recreational Equipment, Inc. 
15400 N.E. 20th 

Bellevue 98007 

Swallow's Nest 
3320 Meridan Ave. N. 

Seattle 98103 

Recreational Equipment, Inc. 
1525- 11th St. 
Seattle 98122 

Base Camp Supply 
3730 South Pine 
Tacoma 98489 

Asplund's 
1544 N. Wenatchee Ave. 

Wenatchee 98801 

Recreational Equipment, Inc. 
N. 1125 Monroe St. 

Spokane 99201 

WYOMING 

Sunlight Sports 
1323 Sheridan Ave. 

Cody 82414 

Teton Mountaineering 
86 E. Broadway 

Jackson Hole 83001 

CANADA 

The Hostel Shop 
1414 Kensington Rd., N.W. 
Calgary, Alberta T2N 3P9 

Mountain Equipment Co-op 
112- 11th Ave., S. E. 

Calgary, Alberta G2G 0X5 

Mountain Equipment Co-op 
777 Yonge St 

Toronto, Ontario M4W 2G8 

Mountain Equipment Co-op 
428 West 8th Ave. 

Vancouver. B.C. VSY 1N9 




